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ABSTRACT

The Goal of this paper is to broaden general knowledge on nested data analysis, its problems of
dependent data, the unit of analysis problem , and non-random one time only sampling, and look
as a novice at how Hierarchical Linear Modelling, HLM, deals with this, and what the
advantages of HLM, and shortfalls might be. The paper is a learning curve for the author, with
observations along the way noted. That learning experience is shared, so other researchers will
have a better understanding of errors arising from off-the-cuff interpretations on nested data, and
have a broader view of the structural implications of nested data, shoring up a more competent
overview of and adding more informed use of the statistical software that models nested data.
Nested Data is ubiquitous. Nested data analysis presents serious challenges to traditional
statistical methods, and has been inadequately dealt with in many historical studies. Hierarchical
Linear Modelling, HLM specifically addresses Nested data, mapping Nested effects with what
are called Deviances, allowing for inference to wider populations when sample sizes are
adequate, and carries an easily adaptable methodology for sub-modelling effects with more
explanatory variables.
ANY data can be in some sense Nested, that is organized as sets of individual data points
collected under groups. Data points inside a nest (group) often-times are not independent, the
values among the set are related, and as such violate a critical assumption in statistical tests, that
of independence. Determining and ascribing relations to the group level or individual level
begins to get fuzzy, as a bias in a set of individuals can be mistaken for a group effect, and a
biasing group effect can confound the individual effect. Like it or not, researchers will often be
presented with Nested Data Sets. Most of the time, nested data is not collections of samples
randomly selected into groups. Groups are presented with a pre auto-selected membership . A
class of students is not ordinarily an independent sample of students. Education researchers will
benefit from a familiarity of statistical property issues inherent in nested data. A basic
understanding of sound modelling of nested data sets will at a minimum, steer the researcher
clear of pitfalls such as the ecological fallacy, and atomistic fallacy, (explained herein), and with
a modest learning curve, provide the researcher with a significantly better toolbox , Hierarchical
Linear Modelling, HLM, for modelling nested data. Conventional statistical techniques,
Ordinary Least Squares Regression and ANOVA, only rigorously apply to independent data-sets,
and when independence of data is violated, inflated Type 1 , and other errors result, and
regression coefficients are mis-represented, if the researcher disregards or is oblivious to the
dependence of data.
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Statistics in general is of such scope, that many researchers have not been introduced, or gained
an appreciation of nested structure analysis difficulties, and HLM style methods readily available
which are flexible, highly useful, and minimize errors in nested data analysis.
An actual data-set is examined with HLM and compared with traditional ANOVA, ANCOVA
regressions. HLM showed no substantial improvements on analysis of this study data-set
compared to ANOVA,ANCOVA results. HLM did however perform as a quality check on the
traditional analysis. Regression coefficients generated both ways were very nearly the same,
adding confidence to results obtained. No improvement on variance reduction was demonstrated
by HLM on this data. The largest nest effect, Minority Status compared HLM with ANCOVA
for the effect on Math Gain by Prescore. HLM Deviances were calculated arithmetically for
School, Minority Status, and Sex. HLM is nevertheless recommended for its’ explicit and
extendable equations value. This author ran r, but would recommend HLM specific software.
HLM is explained in a basic way, and the value of HLM Deviances is highlighted and related to
the Linear Transform demonstrated in this paper which maps the Consensus (Total level 1 ) Line
into a Group Line. Understanding the relations between the regression line types affords some
reverse engineering. Note, that if (generally a good idea) it is desired to run HLM, a simple
quality check is to subtract Consensus Slope and Intercepts from a Group line, and one should
be able to obtain an estimate the HLM Deviances for that group line. By understanding how the
Deviances relate simple 1st order regression lines, you don’t need to run the software to
estimate the Group Deviances! The Deviances, slope and intercept, taken together quantify a
Group Effect, which is a change on a Main Effect. A Group Effect is a general line shift. By
specifying two X coordinates on the Line, pre and post shift, the line change is an AREA.

A proposed new group effect metric is given, Nested Shift Line Effect…NSLE . NSLE is a
measure of the line shift area. Where sample sizes are sufficient, given variances relative to
effect size, this new scale-free metric NSLE can rank Nesting effects, inside the study, and can
be employed on Meta-Studies. NSLE also has value as a single measure diagnostic. By
comparing similar magnitude NSLE’s, ( of the same and also opposite polarity ) one can evaluate
set and subset influences for common cause variables. A favorable attribute of NSLE, is that
HLM is not required for its calculation. One needs only to regress a given group line, and regress
the Total (Consensus) Line, fix particular X coordinates and measure the area difference
between them. This can all be calculated using only particular Y values. The HLM software is
important however for the sub-modelling a group effect. Calculation of NSLE Standard Error is
initiated and requires better definition. Were NSLE to be adopted by other researchers, a fixed
agreed upon definition of NSLE standard error is essential. This task of selecting a standard
definition for NSLE Standard Error is perhaps worthwhile for future researchers to consider.
NSLE did identify a school and minority effect, also picked up by ANCOVA, and noted them as of
similar size, and when investigated , minority ratios in schools were responsible for NSLE on
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school effect, high, and low, correctly identifying the schools involved, demonstrating
usefulness as a diagnostic or exploratory indicator.
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Chapter 1 : Introduction
Nested data is a basic often encountered data format that requires more care in analysis
than one might suspect when viewing the simple data set. Education researchers encounter
nested data each time data is presented as classrooms data or schools data. This paper will
heighten awareness of the nested data structure, and analysis difficulties that result. By
exploring the nature of nested structure, and specifically the general group effect, researchers
will be better equipped to select and use more capable models, and have a more informed
sense of the meaning and implications of model outputs.
This paper examines Hierarchical Linear Modelling, HLM, developed to improve
analysis of Nested data. HLM functions by building model parameters with hyperparameters in
stages. Basically, regression coefficients themselves are outcomes of simple linear relations with
explanatory variables in another layer(stage), i.e. , sub-models of the regression coefficients.
HLM was conceived and given a noteworthy mathematical underpinning by Lindley and Smith
(1972), then further developed in the 1990’s to deal with unbalanced data, and is in wide use
with continuing applications and development today. A consequence of nested data, may be a
group (nest) effect, which operative in a given group (nest), modifies a Main Effect. A focus of
this paper is to characterize and quantify a general group effect, and provide researchers with an
understanding of how HLM quantifies the group effect, and relate that to basic regression lines
that characterize the group effect. A data-set is examined with traditional techniques, and also
with HLM.
Nested data often violates the independence of samples requirement of t-tests, ANOVA,
and other statistical tests. The result when dependent data is overlooked is incorrect Type 1
and Type 2 error rates, p-value mis-specification and knock-on analysis errors,( Kenny,D.A. et al
, 2002 ) .
The fact that each level-1 data set “belongs” to a particular level 2 data point, brings up
the issue of dependent data. Here the author borrows some wording from a well written (
Harvey Goldstein , 2003 ) “ An introduction to Multilevel Models “ Once groupings are
established, even if their establishment is effectively random, often they will tend to become
differentiated, and this differentiation implies that the group and its members both influence
and are influenced by the group membership.”
HLM methods are themselves simple in nature, but require a modest learning curve for
fundamentals understanding and perspective on how HLM relates to the data and to older
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statistical methodologies. It is the 2 ( or Multi) -Level nature of Nested data that requires a
small flex in thinking, beyond treating each Level as the same thing with a different index. The
relation among levels is important, and as such an assessment for a given level alone , even
though performed for each level, is inadequate. A Level-2 effect, is easy to write, and say, but is
already potentially misleading in understanding effects in a nested data set.

Two diagrams illustrate the simple structure, and that it is a little more involved than one might
suspect when analysis of effects of interest present in nested data are studied.

Figure 1

Basic Nesting

The data form is quite general and ubiquitous. For education researchers some versions:
Level 2 can be Class,

Level 1 Students,

Level 2 Schools, Level 1 Classes
Level 2 Schools, Level 1 Teachers
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Level 2 Student, Level 1 Observations over Time

We shall concern ourselves primarily with the 2 level case, as this provides the essentials, which
are easily extended to more than 2 levels of hierarchy.
The wide scope prevalence of nested data should not escape the attention of the reader.
A Central Point of this paper is that a Nested Effect, is a Change in some other effect of
interest, say a Main effect, e.g. math achievement as a function of student socioeconomic
status . The general Main Effect, for development of this paper’s explanatory view, is chosen to
be represented by a basic 1st order regression line Y = mX + b while the Nested Effect is
represented by a change in that line. If there were no differences in groups for this Main effect,
the theoretical within-group regression line would be the same in all groups. If a group differs in
its response for the main effect, either m is different for that group, or b, or both. The changes
in m, and b, taken together , are the nest (group) effect.
Regression Lines at work in Nested Data Structure:
Note: all the lines shown including the dotted line are mapping the same X:Y Relation .
This pictorially is the nesting effect structure of 3 groups (nests).
The point of the diagram below is that to understand nesting effects, if one chooses to
think in terms of a main effect as a regression line, one must be aware that several different
regression lines are involved in describing an effect. The individual lines are discussed in
modest detail later in this paper. These lines show the structure of nested data. They do not
reveal the nested effect per se, as they are stationary lines representing within group
regressions, group averages regression, and the dotted line, the Total line regressing all data
ignoring group structure. It is a good diagram because it gives a global view of all the basic
regressions that represent the data in some way. It does not offer a user friendly image of the
nested effect, as that effect is due to a change from the main effect line to a group line. Along
with the proposed metric for a nested effect, NSLE, in this paper, one obtains by choosing 3
sigma reference points, an image that directly represents the size and structure of the effect.

Nested data, ( see Figure 1 ) confounds many statistical analyses. At first glance,
one might think an effect of interest may be thoroughly mapped by examining 2 regression line
types, the within group regressions lines, and the other type, a between group regression. In
fact, all the relational information would be present in that collection of line types. The
difficulty is in interpretation, and communication of the effect. No one regression line
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represents the nested effect. It takes several regression line types and the ensemble of those
lines together, along with an understanding of their connected meanings to have an adequate
concept of a nested group effect. There can be offsets between groups, and/or a modification
of strength of association of a main effect dependent variable by an independent variable (the
slope in a relation) between groups. There can be offsets and slope changes.

Figure 2 Nested Structure Regression Lines
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This exposition highlights the fact, not explicitly pointed out in the literature , that the
general nested effect is a modification of a separate main effect.
While most researchers recognize a nested, or treatment (in the case of manipulated
experiments) effect as a shift in means, due to a nest=group, or treatment, and some recognize
a nested effect can take the form of a change in slope on a regression curve, this paper ties that
together and posits a nested effect as the generalization of that. The general case view is not
new, HLM already maps the general case when slopes as outcomes is employed, via combined
action of slope and intercept Deviances. This paper makes visualizing the combined action of
the Deviances easier. A metric is proposed for the measure of a Nested Effect Size , named
Nested Shift Line Effect, NSLE.
Hierarchical Linear Modelling is a late 20th century development for improved statistics
on nested , that is, multilevel, data. A brief introduction and overview of fundamental
equations of HLM is given, along with a rudimentary discussion of how statistics have been
performed in the past on nested data, spelling out some errors and shortcomings of the older
standard techniques. A perspective is developed from simple regression lines as a basis for
understanding and modelling nested (group) effects, which also is a way to understand the HLM
Deviances , which accomplish as additive corrections to a particular regression line- the
Consensus Line- the task of quantifying nested (group) effects. This is the general case, and in
many instances the slope change component can be null, leaving only an intercept adjustment
to specify a nest (group) effect, and this is a version of the commonly used random effects
model of HLM. When slopes of main effect relations are modified by a nest, this is modelled as
well in HLM and is referred to as slopes as outcomes. When slope and intercept changes occur
at the same time, Standard ANOVA/ANCOVA tests can fail to discover the group effect , as the
combined effect may change a mean by very little. To visualize the general case, where the
slope and intercept deviances are each components of the group effect, both must be
considered simultaneously. A simpler coherent view of quantifying a group effect is offered in
the form of an AREA change, the NSLE.
An actual data-set is examined a number of ways which also serves to illustrate the
application of HLM methodology in nested data studies. A simple regression-line-centered, (
Consensus-Line -centered ) over-all perspective is proposed for identifying and understanding
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effects on nested data. Ambiguity in assigning effects or variables to Levels due to nesting is
discussed in HLM multilevel terminology, to clarify analysis objectives. Dependence issues of
nested data points are examined, and the atomic data unit is seen to be a limit on separating
level effects, when repeat sampling is not available.
A distinction is made between defacto nesting , data as presented obvious nesting,
students in a class for example, and user model selected nesting to demonstrate nesting
principles could be applicable to categorical variables as nests.

A proposed perspective on identifying and quantifying nested effects makes use of
much of the work already accomplished by HLM techniques, but adds a view of main effect-asConsensus Line, and Nested effect-as-change-from-Consensus (the group effect ); the
framework as context for understanding and conducting a nested study. The proposed
perspective offers a simple analysis view of the Nested effect , which while general, adds 2dimensional detail, in a multi-level setting, with a new value added metric for comparing
magnitudes of effects, by understanding a nest (group) effect as the area involved in a line shift.
The effect is mapped as two simple lines, with the space between the lines representative of
the effect. We
move from

to …

Figure 3 The two Group effect Lines
… to quantify and think about the effect.
As one needs to understand the first diagram, it is elaborated on in the text.
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Chapter II Background and Literature Review

Nested data is a blend of 2-Level data, group and individual, and a traditional techniques,
one level at a time approach - a group level regression, coupled with an individual level
regression- doesn’t tell the more nuanced structure story, and leads to errant statistics. Relying
on a regression on level-2 groups means, ignoring within group individual data commits the
ecological fallacy, ( Freedman, David A. , 2002 ) erroneously affirming relations about
individuals based on aggregate, i.e. group average data .
*** Historically the most commonly employed technique for analyzing multilevel data is an
OLS regression analysis at level 1. ( Raudenbush & Bryk,2002) This provides the Consensus
line, the dashed line regression line in Figure 2, referenced by Bt . Bb has been used as a

person level estimator when level 1 data was not available. This is where we
commit the ecological fallacy

One example of the ecological fallacy is Simpson’s paradox:
Simpsons paradox is an example

Figure 4a
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Figure 3b
Diagrams taken from Wikipedia under ecological fallacy. Essentially group averages are mistakenly
taken to represent typical individual behavior on a relation. In Figure 3b we see individual behavior
inside groups is an uptrend.

Disaggregating, using only level 1 individual data for the representative regression
commits the atomistic fallacy, a kind of opposite of the ecological fallacy, affirming a group
averages relation based on data from individuals. Multilevel modeling data analysis techniques
steer clear of the fallacies, and avoid their causing Type-1 errors in modelling nested data,
(James L. Peugh , Sept. 2009), also (Serban C. Musca , et al, 2011) .
Hierarchical Linear Modelling (HLM) was conceived largely as a more explicit way to
acknowledge and appropriately model nested data. Hierarchical Linear Modelling was introduced
by Lindley (1972) and Smith (1973) in their seminal work on Bayesian estimation of linear
models . HLM has grown since the 1990’s and is recognized for its improved treatment of
Nested data, offering greater flexibility and ease of extending the model to detail and model
more effects. Variances are refined in HLM, and partitioned into a traditional style residual,
along with a group variance, introduced as an additional variance named a Deviance, (the HLM
equations including Deviances are explained in the methodology section ) viewed as a random
variable which characterizes between group changes , improving the model explanatory power,
and allows inference to wider populations. The HLM Deviances, along with coefficients at one
level (stage) being simply defined (built) at another level (stage), are the heart and strength of
HLM. HLM is comprised of simple steps, but in stages, which adds complexity ( more terms )
that can cause confusion. This paper is an introduction to HLM for the newcomer seeking a
better nesting model, and what it has to offer. This paper reviews some historical methods and
contrasts them with HLM. A data set is examined as it might have been historically , and also is
evaluated using HLM models in R. While HLM makes use of Deviances to indicate group effect
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size, a new way of envisioning and quantifying group effects is demonstrated in this paper as
the net change by a Linear Transform on a simple regression line, a line shift which equates to a
simple area calculation.

What HLM refers to as the average regression coefficients , in its basic models, are the
coefficients from the regression performed on all level 1 individual data irrespective of group
effects. This "average regression line" that HLM refers to, is called the Total Line in the
literature, and as it can be mistaken for a regression on group averages, this paper speaks of
the "Consensus" line to avoid misunderstanding. The Deviances provide one view of the shift of
the Consensus regression line in terms of an additive intercept correction, and an additive slope
correction, taken together, but a complete simpler way to visualize the shift is that of an area
change. The Consensus Line is rotated and translated into a particular group line by way of the
Deviances as adjustments. This is equivalent to the shift between simple regressions, the area
of shift, which is a composite of slope and intercept changes. This shift is a Linear Transform on
a particular regression line , the Consensus Line, which results in an internal, basic within group
regression line. A Group effect is modeled as the shift in the Consensus Line which produces
the Group line, and so named the Nested Shift Line Effect, NSLE. This area change is a complete
single number magnitude of a group effect, and by quantifying the entire change in a single
number, allows for a ranking of group effects. This is another way of understanding what HLM
is doing, and gives one a sound basis for understanding increasingly busy statistical software
outputs.
The problem with Nested data is that Level Effects are confounded. Birds (data) in a
particular nest J are noisier (a response Y variable) than the same number of birds in a nearby
nest. Why the noise? Is the particular group of birds in the noisy nest, a particularly noisy group
of birds, perhaps nest K birds were recently fed while nest J birds are hungry, or is the
particular nest the issue, maybe populated with fire ants? This nest was fed, that nest wasn't
fed, but equally individual birds were fed, those individual birds were not fed, certain
individuals tend to be hungrier in general, do the those hungrier types just happen to be in a
particular nest, … simple set-up but confounding already creeping in, is it a group effect, or
not? Any abstract nest has this basic confounding problem; is the attribute being studied being
impacted because of the group of individual data-points within the nest, or is the nest itself
influencing the response? Or, is there a combination of influences from each level?... for
example a nest of moderately hungry birds with half-dormant fire-ants living in the stick woven
fabric of the nest may give rise to a mixed-level effect response.
It is important to understand sampling plays a big role in nested studies, and
understanding issues that arise because of sampling will help afford a proper analysis of the
data-set. One complication, when data is nested, is that data-points inside the group (nest),
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often-times are not randomized, and therefore the data-points are likely not independent from
each other, because at a minimum, they share the fact that they are all members of the same
group. This problem of dependent data, arises more often than not, because of the near autoselection of units to study in a given statistical analysis. A researcher choosing to study students
in a school, employees at a company, etc. , is already presented with a nested structure, as the
students/employees in the school/company, are the students/employees that ”belong” to that
school/company, and in some sense have not been randomly sampled from a larger
population and placed in membership of that school/company. Members in a union, residents
in a neighborhood, are one-time sampled nests. In many instances, this sample structure is
accepted as the format for a given study, with legitimate practical reasons for acceptance. As
such it is important to understand and identify the vulnerability to dependence errors that
nesting creates. Contrary to wishes for experimental design in a study, one is often presented
at the onset of the study with happenstance data. Individuals within a division likely share
characteristics; are these shared characteristics impactful on a response of interest? Even with
a random sample to populate a nest (group), dependence can creep in, vis Fate nonindependence, a created non-independence from coexisting in an environment,
Kenny,D.A., et. al. (2002) .
Back to sampling. Again note there is a fundamental limit to separating effects due to
the group they reside in vs effects due to the individuals themselves, when repeat random
sampling is not available. All we can say is a given effect is present with this group of individuals
, in this group. We can’t partition the contribution of the group, individuals, and interaction of
group and individuals, without new sets of individuals, to separate out whole or partial group
contributions to a group effect. We can describe the effect. And, we can sub-model the effect
adding new explanatory variables, we just can’t make rigourous attributions to level, group or
individual. Neither Traditional Statistics, nor HLM methods accomplish rigorous partitioning of
effects to levels, group and individual. Group effects are identified, and at times can be submodelled to other variables in fine detail, but are not rigorously level partitioned. By group
effect in this paper, we are referring to the combined, group, individual, and group-individual
interaction effect.
Let’s delve in to the Nesting structure:

A basic simple structure, which occurs often in data analysis across the full spectrum of
fields of study is that of nested data. Many education studies involve nested data, pre-arranged
classes of students, or schools in a region. The basic structure is simply a branch of a data tree,
( a hierarchy ). There are 2 levels in the data presentation, groups constitute one level, and
individuals ( individual data points ) within each group comprise the other level. Now this
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arrangement can of course be iterated, that is the groups may be individual members within
some higher level group ( or meta-group ) .

The research objective. By nest (group) effect, we mean an alteration of some effect of
interest, say the main effect, by a nest(group). Does a nest(group) modify this effect, and if so,
by how much, and in what manner? Much time is spent attempting to attribute an influence on
a main effect to the partitions of a nest, the group category with its environs, or characteristics
of individuals within the group. Without repeat sampling, this partitioning cannot be purely
accomplished. It is useful in basic research ( and necessary in many cases) to identify and
articulate nest (group) effects, but keep in mind, there are two concerns at play, namely, what
are the independent variables producing the effect, and what is the locus of the effect in the
group/individuals partition ? The nest(group) effect can be wholly or partially due to all or some
individuals in the group, irrespective of a nest category they happen to reside in, or the effect
could be wholly due to the group (category) containing the individuals , irrespective of which
individuals are placed in it. In any event when this paper speaks of group effect, it is the effect
due to the combination of individuals within the group, and whatever contribution the
attributes of the grouping category itself impart. Group with individuals is a whole, unseparable thing unless resampled with new individuals. So when we speak of a group effect, it is
in regards to this whole. Having said that, the real emphasis should be placed on what
variables(factors) are operative in the effect, be they directly measurable or latent. Once the
operative variables(factors) are mapped, some individual or group level attribution concerns
will naturally present themselves, be suggested for further scrutiny, or even fade away when
influencing variables are better understood. Is the socioeconomic status operative at the class
(group) , or individual student level or some combination of both ?” , has merit in some
contexts, not so much in others. Logic and background information can guide judgement, but
repeat random sampling is required for definitive sound statistics on the partitioning of effects
into levels. This paper concerns itself with quantifying a general group effect, and in a
rudimentary way, shows how HLM can sub-model that effect, discovering additional variables
influencing an effect of interest. Levels attribution per se is of fair game only after an effect is
understood in terms of its variables/factors, and their context of definition. As can be seen from
the HLM equations, a variable at one level is constructed at another. Both levels play a role in a
dependent outcome variable. This can be confusing. Some level attributions (partitions of
effects), can be logically defended. If temperature is demonstrated as an important
independent variable across the entire study, then clearly if the classroom temperature of one
group differs markedly from the other groups, a pronounced effect in that group is very likely
due to, in some measure, temperature, and not being aliased by an anomalous subset of
students that just happened to be in that group. There is high likelihood, but not certainty.
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When we have a datapoint Xij its properties and behavior are not rigorously assigned an
amount due to i, the individual, and an amount due to j, the group, and ij the interaction,
unless multiple individuals have occupied the position of Xij in that group,i.e. resampling. Better
to be fixated on the variables at play, as opposed to the locus of the level responsible, nail
down the variables, then think about level attribution if important.
The level problem is due to the atomic data unit, that is the unit of analysis.

The atomic data unit commentary: In the literature the references are to the “unit of analysis
problem”. The lowest level unit of analysis, will have a subscript i , representing which member is in a
group, and a subscript j representing which group it belongs to. Without repeat random sampling, there
is a fundamental limit to ascribing effects to individuals, or the group they belong to, or an interaction of
both. Latent variables, or available but un-measured variables can always mask or confound an effect,
irrespective of which analysis system, or software package is being employed.
This brings us full circle on the dependency issue again. There are dependencies which will not
be able to be separated, irrespective of methodology, because of the atomic data unit sharing inputs
from more than one level, one-time-only sampling with and variables/factors. When unable to do
repeat random sampling, we are left with, modelling, i.e. mapping descriptive effects to the extent
possible by exploratory and diagnostic analysis. What becomes the issue, is not-so-much “how do we
stand on dependency?” , as how accurate is our map, to what level of detail were we able to extend it?
The U0j and U1j Deviances explained in the methodology section of this paper, are one version of
mapping the group effects, which may involve dependencies, and when the group effects are
substantial, we look to further break them down individually by identifying sub-models, latent variables,
and other pertinent factors.
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Basic Nesting (repeated for convenient viewing)

Let us look at regression lines that can be drawn from a Nested Data Set
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( repeated for convenient

The graph above goes a long way in describing the nature of nested data. The most
important thing to notice is that there is no single regression line that adequately describes the
SES:Math achievement effect. Pick an X value, the Y that corresponds is a function of which
group line you intersect with.
The diagram is an incomplete representation of the structure, for a very important
reason, origin of data, that is the sampling technique, how the data were collected, is not
evident. The problem with nested data: Independent data assumptions are suspect at best,
and usually violated.

The lines:
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Bt represents (actually a slope but for this discussion B’s serve as proxy for Line ) the Total
line, this is the line that one gets if regressing all the data, ignoring group structure. The group
structure is influencing that regression whether the researcher realizes it or not. This is the
dotted line in the diagram. In this paper it is referred to as the Consensus Line. When people
apply this Consensus line in order to predict a typical group effect, they commit the atomistic
fallacy. The group lines are different. If there are no nested group effects, this total (Consensus)
line is the Pure Main Effect being measured. Bt also is said to represent the composite effect,
referred to in some cirlces as the contextual effect, i.e., the pure main effect mixed with the
influence of the groups. This is because a within group line, is a mixture of a main effect line,
with that group’s influences. A Group Effect is a shift of the Pure Main Effect Line (Pure Main
Effect line not shown).

Bw the within group Line, here all Bw’s are shown as the same, (the slopes are all the same,
but with different intercepts) which theoretically can occur, but each group can have its own
unique slope and intercept. In fact, the disparity in Bwj lines, is a measure of the group effects.
The group lines can differ in slopes and/or intercepts. Some amplification is needed here. One
can posit a theoretically pure single main effect line operating at the individual level. This line
would be a component in construction of any particular group line. Bw . Sampled group lines,
that is nested data sets, differ because of unaccounted for group effect, and sample parameter
estimate errors. Note, if there are no group effects, then Bw = Bt = Pure Main Effect line The
task in analysis is first to test for group effects due to nesting, and sub-model discovered effects
to explain/account for them, perhaps due to in influences from other variables, measured and
latent. In this paper, the group effect, is defined as the Change from the Consensus Line, to a
Group line. The actual theoretical group effect, is the difference of a given group line from the
Pure Main Effect Line. We use the Consensus Line as an estimate of the Pure Main Effect Line.
As group effects are identified, they can be subtracted ( in a weighted manner according to
their precisions )from this Consensus Line, iteratively refining the Consensus Line, and in the
Limit it becomes the Pure Main Effect Line. Without the rigor of iterations, the Consensus Line
is a good reference point for the initial look at all group effects. Where a group effect is shown
to be of large, substantial impact, it may be worth the time to construct a new Consensus Line
with this group effect removed. From here forward in the paper, the group effect is framed as
the change (shift) of the Consensus Line to produce a within group line. The change may be
viewed as a Linear Transform, a rotation and translation of the Consensus Line, into a group line
, or in the Hierarchical Linear Model HLM way, as the set of additive Deviances u01 , u1j , which
represent what are termed random additive corrections to the Consensus Line intercept and
slope coefficients respectively to yield a particular group line. So a group effect can be a simple
intercept change, a change of means, which an ANOVA would pick up, but it can be a 2dimensional change, slope and intercept , which can cancel out a change in means, and ANOVA
style techniques might miss that. This is one reason you need HLM.
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Since the Consensus Line is constructed from all data-points irrespective of group
structure, disregarding group effects, it is not a superb estimate of a pure main effect, it has
been influenced by individual group deviances. Nevertheless, it is the best starting information
we have available, as it includes influences from all data points, the power is higher than any
other line we may work with. As group effects are discovered and accounted for, the Consensus
Line can be iteratively refined.
Bb the between group line, is comprised of the regression on group averages. This is
where the ecological fallacy lives. Picking an X from the group line Bb does not give the Y for a
general individual, the theoretically pure single effect regression line. There are many
problems with the line Bb. People sometimes mistakenly believe the regression on this line, the
line of group averages, gives a generalized response of an individual. It does not. That is more
like the within group line, but stripped of any group influence. Also the regression errors on this
group averages line are large, because power, sample size, has dropped dramatically. A group
has been reduced to a single sample point on the line. N on this group line, is the number of
groups. As with any regression line, N needs to be as large as possible to minimize errors on the
line coefficients.

Some scenarios that give rise to all those types of regression lines:
Let’s talk about instances of nesting.
Consider the following data-set:
Student ID, Class, Sex,

Minority, PredictorX, OutcomeY

1

B

Male

Yes

X1

Y1

2

A

Fem

No

X2

Y2

3

D

Fem

Yes

X3

Y3

Table 1

Nest Categories

Nesting in the broad view : There are 2 types of nesting to consider. Both types are evidenced
as the same general tree structure diagram, a branch and leaves, container and contents, level
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2 and level 1 . Define Type 1 nesting as the face value, clear instance of nesting due to the
manner in which the data was collected, or presented. An example of type 1 Nesting is students
within class, or classes within schools. These structures are de-facto given. Now define Type 2
Nesting as User selected, or equivalently, model arranged Nesting. An example is students
within Female, or students within Minority. In fact, Longitudinal studies are a form of Nesting,
observations over time on individuals. Female may not ordinarily be thought of as a nest. The
point is, by organizing data as nests, no forcing, these are natural legitimate categories, HLM
can be used as the modelling technique.

Level 3
Level 2
Level 1

District

School

Students

School

Students

School

Students

District Schools Students Nesting Fig. 5
In the diagram above, the two sets of students connected above to the same school,
constitute two nests, irrespective of the classification category. The two blocks could represent
two classrooms within the same school, or simply a male and female collection of students
within the same school. Schools reside within the nest of district.
Subsets:
There are other Consensus lines applicable to Combinations of Nesting variables. You
can also view this as Consensus Lines for lower levels. For example, there is a Consensus Line
for School D. Minority Status and Gender can be considered as nested within school D . It
follows we could explore the nesting effect of Minority Status within School D. We would have
Group lines for all the cases of other nesting variables. By the same token, there is a Consensus
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Line for Non Minority Status, one has Group Lines for each School where data was Non
Minority Status.
Meta Nesting Picture:

The study itself may be regarded as a nest. The Study Consensus Line could then be regarded as
a Group Line in the conglomerate of other studies.
Posit a main effect: Exam Score as a function of Teaching Technique. The group effect
can arise from some property of the grouping category, e.g. a classroom temperature of 97
degrees may incentivize students to complete an exam too quickly, or arise from nonindependent individual samples, students 3 thru 14 from classroom 4 were all involved in an
over-night stay sports activity, or arise because of an interaction – physically handicapped
students 1,5,6,8,11 in class room 4 are sensitive to its upstairs location . For these, and myriad
other reasons, the relation between a dependent and an independent variable in classroom 4
can be different than it is in other classrooms. A group effect, is a change in the relation X:Y for
a given group. We assume there is a Pure Main Effect X:Y and this effect is modified by groups.
Ultimately one would like to be able to explain the source (cause) of a group effect, and this is
accomplished by extending a model and detailing sub-models.

ANOVA/ANCOVA Short-comings, and where HLM doesn’t drop the ball.
Typically, when thinking about ANOVA, and traditional statistics, what one first imagines
as a group effect, is an offset, or additive correction due to a group. For example testing that
the difference in means is null in an ANOVA, followed by TUKEY pairs to see where one group
mean differs from another. ANOVA testing only means misses the general group effect
(although admittedly in many cases it will suffice when the group effect is limited to an offset.
ANCOVA provides only one coefficient adjusting for a group . The intercept may change in the
ANCOVA regression as well, but one does not readily retain that when the group correction
coefficient was added the intercept perhaps changed. To appreciate the complete effect, one
would need to recognize that and know what the original intercept was as well before adding a
group correction as a covariate . Then keep in mind the difference in intercepts and the
covariate beta at the same time, too demanding. This group effect intercept portion, when a
slope changes, is in the weeds, very difficult to see. It is not clear or general enough. A group
effect, is a modification of some other effect, due to a group. For simplicity, while still retaining
a wide scope of applicability, we can describe the other effect, call it the Main Effect, as a 1st
order regression, Y = mX + b . That line can be modified by changing m, or b, or both. Now it
can be that m and b could both change in such a way that the mean X:Y relation Y values do not
change. ANOVA would not detect this, yet the lines for two groups could be substantially
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different. HLM run in the slopes as outcomes mode explicitly gives the slope and intercept
change. Also HLM indicates the case where a line changed substantially, and the mean did not
noticeably change. With HLM one would notice a strength of relationship change ( a slope
change ), while a means testing ANOVA would be blind if the mean did not alter in a marked
way.

Waldo is the Group Effect. Waldo, from popular culture, is a picture of a man inserted
into a very busy scene, with the result that contrast is reduced , and due to the background
business, can be time-consuming to visually locate Waldo. Waldo (The group Nesting Effect)
gets confounded in the scene. Spoiler Alert, Waldo is in the Chocolates, Nestles Nested Shift
Line Effect (sorry Hershey but the letters fit.) The group effect, is difficult to see because it is a
blend of relations on an individual and a group level. At the same time, the group effect is a
modification of some other effect of interest. An entire field , multi-level modeling, (Snijders
and Bosker 2012) has developed over the years in an effort to deal with Nested data, and the
dependence problem it carries.
This paper chooses to view a general primary or main effect as a 1st order regression, Y =
mX + b . There are other regression choices that could have been selected, but 1st order was
chosen for simplicity, and the fact that many people are familiar with it and have a working
intuitive idea of it. It has wide applicability. This paper makes use of the fact that the group
effect can be modelled as a two dimensional change, a Linear Transform on a line, a line shift if
you will, where the line that is shifted is what is referred to in the literature as the Total line,
and what it shifts to, is known as the Group line. The literature does not explicitly talk about a
line shift. It discusses that a slope can change on a primary relation because of a group effect,
and/or that an intercept can change. HLM makes provisions for both, but focusses on a view of
additive adjustments to an average (the Total) Line coefficients , and doesn’t note per se that
the Total Line is transformed into Group lines, Shifted into, by the Deviances. When the HLM
equations are described, the two lines can be readily identified, and are related by the additive
Deviances Uoj and U1j . The Deviances are useful in sizing up an effect, as they are simple
additive corrections to slope and intercept. The Deviances are the bridge from the Main Effect
Line to the Group Line. It is also useful to view the shift in the Main Effect Line to a Group Line
as a rotation and translation of the Main Effect Line . By fixing ordinate reference points on the
Main Effect line (mean +- 3 sigma ), and evaluating the group line at the same reference, we
see the line shift as an area change, Nested Shift Line Effect NSLE .This area is a single number
that indicates the magnitude of the complete group effect, when all effects are being viewed as
1st order regressions. The HLM Deviances Uoj and U1j taken together as a pair also communicate
the group effect magnitude, but it is problematic to visualize the magnitudes of group effects
that various combinations of Deviances Uoj and U1j represent. For example, it is not
straightforward to get a sense of magnitude of a net change in a line when slopes and
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intercepts change in opposite directions. We have a 2-dimensional change, rotation and
translation of a 2-dimensional entity, a line. What does magnitude in this case even mean ?

Figure 6

NSLE magnitude means an area of change, defined by the lines involved and their spatial
relation.

Figure 4b
The top diagram shows a straightforward positive group effect. The crossing lines on the
lower diagram show where the effect at some X’s are positive, while at other X’s , negative. The
effect spaces with their polarities are summed across the 6 standard deviation range of X. The
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result is seen as the simple area calculation in the lower diagram. In left side of the lower
diagram the group effect is positive, while on the right it is negative, these areas combine for a
small negative effect. Notice if the mean Y did not change (here it did slightly), NSLE would not
change either. So NSLE shares this weakness with ANOVA means testing. As a result, one would
always wish to report The Deviances as well as NSLE. Finally note, in the general case, for most
orientations of the two lines, NSLE will communicate more information (more accurately
quantify the effect) than means testing for a group effect.
Also, the slope Deviance in HLM is most meaningful when proportioned with the
(Consensus)Main Effect slope. When reporting Deviances, this author suggests reporting the
Consensus (Total) Line coefficients as well, so the reader could see the proportion of slope
change if desired. The arithmetic is simple, but a point of view is necessary to understand the
content. The point is, for reporting, for a human, the single number representing area of shift
has direct meaning, as opposed to being given the pair of Deviances Uoj and U1j , for a slope and
intercept change on the Consensus(Total) Line, and attempting an intuitive notion of how big
the effect is. There are calculations necessary to get the area change number as well, but the
final output is a single number. Deviances Uoj and U1j should still be reported as well, as one
may wish to compare slopes, or intercepts individually, group to group or group to main effect.
Final background on HLM : The actual equations and relations of the Linear Transform
and HLM are demonstrated in the Methodology Section of this paper.
The Deviances U0j and U1j map a group effect as intercept and slope differences
between the within group regression for group j and the Consensus Line. Also, there is a
flexibility and ease in HLM of adding more explanatory variables in one stage that construct
coefficients at another stage. U0j and U1j are hard fixed calculatable numbers on each group.
They are referred to as random Deviances in that the groups themselves can be considered as
datapoints, and provided there are enough groups available, statistical inferences can be drawn
to wider populations.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
This thesis is interested in the general nested effect , what value HLM modelling adds
over more traditional approaches, and also, and how well is dependency between levels handled
? The literature survey will orbit those ideas.
What the ideas share, is the significant potential for misunderstanding cross-disciplines
frameworks. The statistical terminology used in one area of academics, varies markedly from the
next. Due to the large number of design configurations in traditional statistical methods, the
language of structural context varies considerably before one even begins to look at HLM.
Inside a particular model, terminology choice varies markedly across research disciplines when
implementing Nested studies. What is called an effect in one area of study is referred to as a bias
in another . Here we take a little space to discuss some wording in the literature that causes
confusion when thinking about analyzing Nested data.
Terminology, Lingo, and Statistics talk words:
LEVEL : A Nest is 2-Level data, a 2-Level Hierarchy. No reason to limit it to 2, but the
structure of interest is comprised of 2 Levels. For 3-Levels, e.g. , School/Class/Students one
would study 2-Levels at a time, Class/Students and then School/(Class/Students). Levels are
referred to in HLM, but this is at times a conceptual hindrance. One speaks of a 2nd level
variable, or a first level variable, when inspection shows the variable to have meaning at both or
either level. Be aware of the context when encountering these references. HLM is built in stages.
Unfortunately, at times the literature calls the building blocks of the equations Levels. This
author has found it helpful to view and think of the building blocks as stages, and this leaves
room for less confusion when one is thinking about the structure of the data-set, which this
author feels should own the terminology of "Levels". This author tries to restrict the word Level
to refer to the data-set structure, although on rare occasions it serves to speak of a 2nd level or
1st Level variable, when the meaning is clear, remembering that the layers of HLM equations are
Stages. Another confusion factor with Levels, although different enough to not be encountered
as often, is that in statistics, values of categorical variables are referred to as Levels. Factor
analysis frequently uses the word Levels, for partitions of categories, or group category value, as
a way of collecting data into sets.
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The top-of-the-pyramid language issue is less problematic: The strategies ,
architectures, models, and literature in Statistics that concern Nested data, come under
different labels, but at core all revolve around the same basic 2-Level Hierarchy as a focus.
Multi-Level, Hierarchical, Nested, all address the same 2-Level labelled container, and contents
structure, data under a heading.
The literature discussions go by many names: Hierarchical Linear Modelling, MultiLevel Modelling, Nested Modelling, and Cluster Analysis, (although careful here, there are 2
kinds of cluster analysis) can all be examples of the same multi-level, Nested, thing.
Cluster analysis and write-ups on Nesting of data considerations preceded HLM, as did MultiLevel Modelling. HLM is a further development on Multi-Level modeling.
RANDOM factor: You get points, (you knew RANDOM was going to come up).

There has been much discussion , confusion, and commentary in the statistics community
regarding if a factor in an experimental design is considered fixed or random. This is the source
of Mixed models references, where mixed refers to fixed and random factors(variables). It comes
down to the intended use of the information. A study of 3 machines, would be a study of 3 fixed
factors. One would likely not wish to make inferences to a wider population based on the 3
machines, without much supporting information. In HLM the Deviances U0j and U1j are called
random. Those particular parameters are hard fixed calculatable numbers (point estimates, as
they have their own variances as well) for each group. So HLM is treating them as random
variables for each group. The purpose behind this is so one can calculate confidence intervals
and draw inferences to a wider population. It stands to reason that this is appropriate only if
there exist a large number of groups in the study, which constitute a large enough sample size
to base inferences on.
ICC Intraclass Correlation Coefficient . (Raudenbush and Bryk, 2002) The proportion : variance
that is between groups divided by (variance that is between groups + variance that is
between individuals).

Sources are reviewed as a background for HLM modelling:
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Lindley and Smith give nested data a general framework where complex error structures
are delineated. They introduced the term Hierarchical Linear Models. They develop their theory
based on the concept of exchangeability due to De Finetti. which gives some mathematically
justifiable weight to Bayesian Methods.
They study the situation where parameters in a general linear model, themselves have a
linear structure in terms of other parameters they call hyperparameters. This is where the stages
of an HLM equation are given birth. In HLM and intercept in one stage of an equation is built
with a parameter in another linear equation (stage). Like-wise for slopes. This is at the same time
why HLM is so friendly to extensions of the model. Regression coefficients at one stage are
explained (built) by variables at another stage, and the stages themselves are kept very basic, a
nice understandable building block method for exploratory work on variable/factor influences.
They give a theoretical and empirical defense of the Bayesian methodology for
improving estimates over least squares, and stress, it’s only applicable when the exchangeability
applies.
Their work is cogent, well written, but requires a solid statistical educational background
knowledge to comprehend it. There seminal work was slow to be advanced because it was based
on balanced data.
Ecological Inference and the Ecological Fallacy by David A. Freedman Department of Statistics
University of California Berkeley, CA 94720 Prepared for the International Encyclopedia of the Social &
Behavioral Sciences Technical Report No. 549 15 October 1999

Inferences about individuals drawn from aggregate data are ecological inferences.
Freedman discusses Durkheim 1897 suicide study, where suicides in 19nth century Europe were
more prevalent in protestant countries than Catholic. The hypothesized premise was social
conditions of Protestantism. There were confounding variables not considered and also
aggregation bias has to be taken into account.
Inferences on individuals based on aggregate data may be correct, but is only weakly supported
by aggregate data.
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An interesting case is an ecological study that determined foreign born people have
higher literacy rates in American English than Natives. The false correlation was because the
foreign born people tended to live in states with high literacy rates.

Takeaways are that inferences based on aggregate data about individuals have provided
important results, but it is very easy to arrive at incorrect conclusions.

Nested by design: model fitting and interpretation in a mixed model era
Holger Schielzeth
Shinichi Nakagawa
First published: 15 October 2012
https://doi.org/10.1111/j.2041-210x.2012.00251.x
The paper provides a nice diagram (Fig. 1) to kick off and orient thinking on the Model
Design. In one diagram the reader gets four easy to visualize design structures, each with at least
some applicability to Nested Modelling: Crossed, Nested, Randomized Block, configurations
are displayed. One can readily see that Nesting of the bottom two levels is shared by all four
designs. This immediately brings to this reviewer’s mind the selective use of aspects of both
HLM and Traditional techniques.
There is much discussion in the contrasting of Nested and Crossed designs on the topic of
interactions which can be examined in the respective settings. This is of primary interest to the
expository HLM thesis. Interactions are important in their own right in statistics, as main effects
cannot be properly taken into account until interaction effects have been mapped. In the
examination of dependency across levels, some interactions are opaque in a nested setting. The
paper makes the point that interaction variance inflates the group level variance. This is the food
for thought for the expository HLM thesis.
Fixed effects and random effects are discussed, and Nested settings are characterized
generally as random effects. There is some discussion of magnitude of effect comparisons across
levels as a basis for which level should be given more attention in further exploratory analysis.

Correcting a Significance Test for Clustering
Larry V. Hedges Northwestern University
Journal of Educational and Behavioral Statistics
June 2007, Vol 32, No. 2, pp 151-179
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The article introduces a simple t statistic correction for the t statistic that would be
computed if clustering was ignored in a study.The corrected statistic relies on total sample size,
cluster size, and the intraclass correlation 𝜌𝜌.
A mistaken approach in a cluster-randomized trial ( where entire groups are assigned to
the same treatment group ) is to operate as if the data is from a random sample with assignment
carried out at the individual level. Here then, is the dependence problem from nesting of data
within a higher level. This random sample assumption is violated leading to overstatement of
precision and a variety of misleading estimates and statistical results. When this error has been
made in a past study, the author points out, if the raw data is available, all tests should be
repeated under a nesting -accounted-for analysis.

When raw data from the nesting error study is not available, Hedges demonstrates a
correction to a simple t-test that improves estimates on statistics. Hedges gives an account on the
effects of clustering (nesting) on significance tests and confidence intervals for treatment effects.
Clusters with equal and unequal sample sizes are addressed, as well as power of the
corrected t-test.

Effect sizes in nested designs
Hedges, Larry. (2009). Effect sizes in nested designs. The Hand. of Res. Synthesis and MetaAnalysis, 2nd Ed.. 337-355.
Nested effect sizes are described as differences in means , divided by an appropriate standard
deviation. Space is given to explain different circumstances for the choice of standard deviation,
depending on which study or meta-study comparison is sought. The scenario of the nested effect is that
where different treatments are applied to whole nests, for example it may be easier to implement and
track a treatment applied to an entire school, rather than to individuals. So the effects are characterized
as one dimensional offsets.
The article describes a case where an individual effect size is calculated, ignoring that clustering
is in effect. The estimate of effect size confidence interval is shown to be approximately half the width of
the true confidence interval when clustering is taken into account. The estimates of effect size may not
be dramatically different, but confidence intervals are because of mis-use of variance estimates.
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Observation from this exposition of HLM paper. The Nested effect, regarding treatments in
Hedges paper, can also be thought of in the light that the nest,group,cluster is the treatment, when we
are not conducting an experimental manipulated design. So school can be viewed as a treatment, with
an effect on a main effect of interest. HLM and traditional statistical techniques can then sub-model for
further explanatory power a Nested effect from this treatment=school. So one can use the language
from design of experiments literature to gain insights into situations that don’t involve design of
experiments.

This exposition of HLM paper makes the case that while a difference in means is sufficient to
constitute many effects one may come across. Notwithstanding, slope and intercept changes to a
main effect due to a cluster or nest are likely to occur in many studies. The effect size is then
seen to be a function of 2 parameters, and a mean difference alone does not completely represent
the effect. The Nest or Group Effect, is seen as a modification of the main effect line that can
involve translation and rotation. Equivalently, in an experimental study, the Treatment can be
responsible for a Linear transform on a main effect line, involving a slope as well as an intercept
change.

From the abstract:

“The present paper addresses these limitations by proposing an alternative
maximum likelihood estimator for obtaining standardized mean difference effect
size and the corresponding sampling variance for partially nested data, as well as
the variants that do not make an assumption of homogeneity of variance”.
The point here is that Nested effect size is once again dealt with as a standardized mean
difference, no mention of 2-dimensional change to an effect of interest.

Dealing With Dependence (Part 1) Understanding the Effects of Clustered Data
McCoach Betsy D. and Adelson Jill L. Gifted Child Quarterly 54(2) 152–155 © 2010 National Association
for Gifted Children Reprints and permission: http://www. sagepub.com/journalsPermissions.nav DOI:
10.1177/0016986210363076 http://gcq.sagepub.com

The short article introduces clustered(nested) data study. The design effect is defined.
The ICC IntraClass Correlation Coefficient is discussed along with connections to the Type 1
Error Rate. Non-independence is discussed with impacts to the standard error.
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This is a useful article for an introductory reader on HLM. It highlights the importance of
understanding what one is studying and the vagaries of application of statistical tools. For
example it shows that statistical significance changes when ICC and design effect are taken into
account.
The paper gets into some detail about the design effect and shows a correction for a
bias in tests of significance via an effective sample size calculation. The paper shows how even
ICC’s of modest size (.10 to .25) can change our inferences.

Dealing With Dependence (Part 2) A Gentle Introduction to Hierarchical Modelling
McCoach Betsy D. Gifted Child Quarterly 54(3) 252–256 © 2010 National Association for Gifted Children
Reprints and permission: sagepub.com/journalsPermissions.nav DOI: 10.1177/0016986210373475
http://gcq.sagepub.com

The article provides a brief introductory tutorial on Hierarchical Linear Modelling. The
basic level one and level 2 equations are given and the utility of adding variables to the model is
presented.
The HLM model is employed on a dataset in a nested setting (students within schools)
and students status ,Gifted or not, and Pretest scores are examined as predictor variables. The
effects are estimated at each level along with standard errors.
A discussion is made of percentage of variance explained. The lack of an R2 like statistic
for multilevel modelling is pointed out along with a proxy statistic due to Raudenbush and
Bryk(2002).
The sequential application of models is demonstrated by tabular output of the
unconditional model, Level-1 Model, and full Level-2 Model.
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It is noteworthy that in this article, there is no explicit reference to the confounding of Level 1
with Level 2 effects.

The literature is replete with references to :
Hierarchical Linear Modelling, Applications and Data Analysis Methods Second Edition
Raudenbush, Stephen W. , Bryk, Anthony S. 2002 Sage Publications
This is a comprehensive Textbook in the Advanced Quantitative Techniques in the Social
Sciences Series . Stephen Raudenbush is Professor, Department of Statistics, University of
Michigan. Anthony Bryk is Marshall Field IV Professor of Urban Education University of Chicago.
The book addresses the Nested Data Structure, notes persistent dilemmas in the Analysis of
HLM data, gives a brief history of development of HLM, and is a rich source for a statistics
practitioner wishing to intelligently employ HLM.
The text relates that in a summary of literature, traditional statistical models fall short
when modeling nested data, in their words " the inadequacy of traditional statistical techniques
for modeling hierarchy ".
The text conveys that the term Hierarchical Linear Modelling was introduced by Lindley
(1972) and Smith (1973) in their work "seminal" work on Bayesian estimation of linear models.
This established the basis for framing nested data with complex error structures. Lindley and
Smith layed the foundation for HLM but their work relied on balanced data. Using the models
requires estimating covariance components when dealing with unbalanced data.
Dempster,Laird, and Rubin (1977) provided a breakthrough by developing the expectationmaximization "EM" algorithm. Other methods emerged for covariance estimation, iteratively
reweighted least squares (Goldstein , 1986), and Fisher scoring (Longford, 1987).
Given a model there are different estimation approaches: Full Maximum Liklihood,
Restricted Maximum Liklihood, and Bayesian Methods. Computational algorithms for Full ML
and REML are EM or Fisher Scoring. A Bayesian estimation involves Gibbs Sampling.

Another source this author will rely on is :
Multilevel Analysis , An Introduction to Basic and Advanced Multilevel Modelling.
Snijders A. B. , and Bosker Roel J. 2nd Edition 2012.
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The book addresses Multi-Level Theories, Multistage Sampling, and Multilevel
Modelling. Within that perspective Dependence is discussed as a nuisance, and interestingly, as
an interesting phenomenon. Level relations are dealt with in some detail. Statistical treatment
of Clustered data is given attention. Importantly testing of model parameters is looked at in
some detail, and Model Specification is given fair visibility. Though not cited as frequently as
HLM Raudenbush and Bryk, Multilevel Analysis is a rich source with many salient connections
to the expository HLM thesis.
There are some brief diagrams early in the book which capture a rich structure in a 2Level relationship.
The fixed or random parameters topic is discussed, which historically has caused much
hesitation and debate. Many other topics are a quality read.
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*

A very important result from this paper is that Least Squares analyses of hierarchical data
without regard to the nested nature of the data leads to severe Type-1 error rates. Type-1 Rates as high
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as 0.76 occured for a true 𝛂𝛂 = .05. In other words, ignoring the nested character of data leads to
extreme analysis errors.

The Type -1 error rates were demonstrated by a simulation where half of the Level-2 units were
randomly assigned to a treatment condition, and the other half to a control condition. Now, in fact, no
actual treatment was applied, that is there was no systematic difference introduced.
Error rates were catalogued for three values of the IntraClass Correlation Coefficient: 0.01, 0.2,
and 0.3. (Note: ICC is the fraction of the total variation in the data that is accounted for by betweengroup variation. ICC = 𝜎𝜎2 uo / ( 𝜎𝜎2uo + 𝜎𝜎2e ) = var betwgrp / (var betwgrp + var withingrp ) . Also
incorporated was to display obtained Type-1 errors as a function of Level-1, Level-2 sample sizes. The
simulation involved 5000 runs on each combination of Level-1 Sample Size, Level-2 Sample Size, and ICC.
The higher the ICC, the higher the Type-1 Error. The smaller the number of Level-2 units, the higher the
Type-1 error. The higher the Level-1 units the higher the Type-1 Error.

The paper gives credit to the clearly helpful Kish ( 1965) correction applied to calculate Type-1
Error. Kish corrected Type-1 Errors ranged from 0.022 to 0.0694 on a true 𝛂𝛂 = .05.

The paper’s results indicate several worthwhile ideas to this author. Least squares (ANOVA)
analysis on multi-level data without considering the nested structure leads to very large Type-1 Errors.
The Kish correction is highly valuable if one has little opportunity for HLM (or multi-level analysis). The
fact that Type-1 Errors are worse with higher ICC’s is intuitive in this study. This study introduced three
ICC’s by varying a sigma parameter. If (random, but here the magnitudes forced ) variance between
groups is significant relative to variance within groups, confounding of that between group variance is
more likely with a given sought after treatment effect applied at the group Level-2. Concurrent with that
same notion, a smaller sample size at the group level would contribute to that confounding as the
treatment is viewed as an average effect over n groups. The randomness is not averaged out over a
small number of samples. Interestingly the Sample size for Level-1 units required some thought to
reconcile the results. The results showed that larger sample sizes at Level-1 were consistent with higher
Type-1 Errors. The real actor here is still the confounding of Level-2 random variance with Treatment. So
given some amount of confounding has occurred, some degree of Level-2 random variance is being seen
falsely as a degree of treatment effect, a larger sample size at Level-1 would in fact strengthen this false
positive. To see this, larger Level-1 sample sizes decrease effective (averaged) Level-1 variance. The
second term in the denominator of the ICC equation is this Level-1 variance. Larger Level-1 sample sizes,
all other things remaining the same , increase ICC .

Takeaways: At a minimum apply Kish corrections- gross errors are eliminated. ICC’s
should be scrutinized. Much more remains to be examined regarding ICC’s, as they have a large
impact on test results. In particular, ICC’s serve as a touchstone for enquiry in a study. Sorting
variance into between group and within group variance is essential in any event. Further,
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having identified some between group variance, the character of the between group variance
needs to be understood. Can be between group variance itself be partitioned? Are there lurking
variables at play? What other characteristics may be modelled contributing to between group
variance ?
Given limited resources in a study, there is more benefit in adding to the number of
Level-2 units as opposed to Level-1 units.

The Synthesis of Regression Slopes in Meta-Analysis
Betsy Jane Becker and Meng-Jia Wu
Statistical Science 2007, Vol. 22 No. 3 414-429 DOI: 10.1214/07-STS243 Copyright Institute of
Mathematical Statistics, 2007
The paper is a discussion of Meta-Analysis which is synthesizing , combining results from
related studies, into a general representative outcome. In particular, the paper addresses
summarizing regression slopes, which is a focal point in this exposition of the HLM model.
Meta-analysis is much more general than needed when synthesizing (averaging) slopes
inside by-design same scenario Level-2 samples, but nonetheless provides insight into the
comparison with a better framework when there are substantive differences between Level 2
sample points.
The weighted least squares univariate approach is specified ,used by Bini, Coelho and
Diniz-Filho (2001) who cited Hedges and Olkin (1985). Greenland and Longnecker(1987) also
described this approach . The idea here is that slopes are averaged with a weighting given to
each slope by its precision which is the reciprocal of variance. The sum of the weighted slopes is
divided by the sum of the precisions. This is an intuitive process. The “worth” of each slope is
scaled according to its precision, an inverse metric of uncertainty. The notion is that higher
influence is given to slopes where respective relative uncertainties are small.
The paper’s elaboration of a simple Multivariate General Least Squares approach is of
interest to this exposition of an HLM model. This Exp-of-HLM paper seeks a grass-roots
understanding of the modelling of multi-level data-sets. By a systematic examination of the
characteristic regressions involved in any 2-Level Nested study, one gains an intuitive
confidence that the important weaknesses of a model are not overlooked. The synthesis of
regression slopes paper in the multivariate GLS write-up provides a conceptual user-friendly
matrix model for representing the beta coefficients set for a model. This provides a simple
mechanism for adding other predictors to a beta coefficient model focussed on a regression
slope.
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The Statistical Analysis of Data From Small Groups
Kenny,D.A. , Mannetti, L. , Pierro, A. , Livi, S., & Kashy, D.A. ( 2002 ) Journal of Personality and
Social Psychology, 83(1), 126-137. doi:10.1037/0022-3514.83.1.126
Nonindependence of group members scores is investigated in the statistical analysis of
small group data. A new method using multi-level modelling is proposed with attention given to
allowance for negative non-independence. Some complications regarding interactions, group
sizes and differential effects are mentioned in the abstract.
Interestingly, the paper specifies a model “informed by social-psychological theory
concerning the ways group members affect and influence one another”. This would be a good
read for education researchers to get a better handle on group inter-relations while also
benefitting from an example of a proposed math model.
The authors break non-independence down into 3 types: Compositional, arising from
non-random sorting into groups, ( This is Nesting, the fact that samples are often happenstance
data that populate the natural categories of an organization), Common Fate non-independence,
a created non-independence from coexisting in an environment, and Mutual Influence ,the 3rd
is singled out as the most important. Mutual Influence is pretty much like it sounds, and the
article does not do well in differentiating what it is from Common Fate.
The intraclass correlation coefficient is discussed along with two methods for computing
it, an ANOVA method and a small sample correlational method. Griffin and Gonzalez (1995) are
cited for a Z test to see if the ICC is significantly different from 0.
Negative non-independence is discussed, which the authors basically say is negative
correlation within a group.
The article explains that p-values are mis-calculated when nonindependence is not
recognized. They go on to say that Type 1 or Type 2 errors can increase when dependence is
overlooked.
Correcting a Significance Test for Clustering
Larry V. Hedges Northwestern University Journal of Educational and Behavioral Statistics, June
2007, Vol. 32, No. 2,pp 151-179 DOI: 10.3102/1076998606298040 C AERA and ASA.
http://jebs.aera.net
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The article yields a “correction to the t statistic that would be computed if clustering
were incorrectly ignored.” In past studies, authors have mistakenly analyzed clustered (nested)
data without consideration to clustering, that is each treatment group was handled as if it were
a simple random sample. Basically the outcome is rendering overestimates of precision,
(implying tighter confidence intervals) thus inflating Type-1 Errors.
The article goes on to say, given time, and access to data, the misrepresented cluster
structure study should be rerun using a more appropriate method, for example HLM
methodology. However, one can better interpret existing research reports that improperly
ignored clustering, by employing this corrected t statistic.
(Here we see once again, how prevalent and far-reaching the Nested data-structure is,
now by the moniker of “clustered” data.)
DISCOVERING STATISTICS USING R… Andy Field | Jeremy Miles | ZOE Field

Highly useful R book with stats in general including multilevel modeling, not deep on
math context, but full of information about some of the why's on math, and a good guide book.
Respectable on the math none-the-less with very good explanations on R techniques and great
background info for building confidence .
Using Multivariate Statistics Sixth Edition Barbara Tabachnik | Linda Fidell 2013
Top notch book, wide scope of statistical techniques, well written, recommended for
anyone doing serious modeling. No R information.

A practical guide to multilevel modelling, James L. Peugh, Sept. 2009, Univ. of Va.
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Chapter III Methodology

There are several packages now available in R which perform HLM .
All analysis done in this paper was performed in R. The packages used regarding HLM for this
paper were lme4 and nlme.
There are several packages in R for multi-level models. Main ones are nlme (Pinheiro and
Bates,2000) and lme4 (Bates, 2010; also Doran et al., 2007)
Textbooks introducing multilevel analysis using R Maindonald and Braun (2007, Chapter 10),
Bliese (2009), Wright and London (2009) more listed in MultiLevel Analysis 2nd Edition
Snijders and Bosker 2012
Software:
While R does a decent job on HLM basics, other more extensive software is available from many
sources: for more detail on these see MultiLevel Analysis 2nd Edition Snijders and Bosker 2012
HLM written by Raudenbush and Bryk the authors of a major HLM textbook,
MLwiN by Rasbash and Woodhouse very extensive software, can export to Minitab,SPSS, or
Stata
MIXOR suite and SuperMix by Hedeker and Gibbons free student version at
http://www.ssicentral.com/supermix
SAS has procedures VARCOMP,MIXED,GLIMMIX, and NLMIXED
The psycho pkg in r is useful, with some pre-arranged interpretation formatting.
•

Makowski, (2018). The psycho Package: an Efficient and Publishing-Oriented Workflow
for Psychological Science. Journal of Open Source Software, 3(22),
470. https://doi.org/10.21105/joss.00470

A learned Methodology:
This paper, while a learning curve for its author , is intended as a tutorial for other
researchers on how to understand/visualize what HLM is doing and how it accomplishes it. The
idea is to have a better conceptualization of what a group effect is, how HLM improves on
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ANOVA style analysis and recognize even with HLM , the limitation remains on partitioning
dependent data effects to levels. Essentially, HLM does not eliminate dependencies, rather they
are implicitly mapped in the model. Variances are allowed to be non-constant, expressed in the
Deviances. The raw group effect includes dependencies. By understanding HLM Deviances
bridging relations on the simple regression lines, the researcher gains an appreciation for what
the profile of a group effect is. This leads to more competence in interpreting increasingly
sophisticated software outputs. The methodology of this paper is to build all effects, main and
group, from simple 1st order lines, and a linear transform of a line, i.e. the shift of a line, and be
able to see that shift in a straightforward way as the group effect, an area change, rather than
being restricted to having to visualize the shift as a combined additive action of the HLM
Deviances pair U0j , U1j , an intercept adjustment coupled with a slope adjustment on the
Consensus or Main Effect Line that produces the Group Line. This area is rendered as the
change in area under the curve when the Consensus Line and Group Line are both area measured
at the same ordinate reference points, the Mean X (the Consensus mean)+- 3 sigma. This yields
a single number , the Nested Shift Line Effect, NSLE as the magnitude of a group effect, useful
in ranking group effects, and as a diagnostic when hunting common cause sub-model factors
where similar NSLE’s of the same and opposite polarities may provide a clue prompt. The
conceptual value-added understanding methodology is to obtain the Deviances, regress a within
group line , regress the consensus line using all data disregarding group effects, and then note the
same group line obtains when adding the Deviances to the Consensus Line. This solidifies
understanding of HLM’s role in revealing group effects.
Effects are lines, and relations between lines, which can be modelled as simple mx + b
operations, and interestingly enough, the relation between lines is modelled as a Linear
Transform with a quite similar form,
MLT Y + BLT

[1]

it’s just the linear transform operates on the whole line, Y, rather than a data point X.
What is essential, is to test for and recognize group effects, gauge their magnitude, and
then sub-model. The group effect magnitude is done noting the Deviance pair U0j , U1j in relation
to the Consensus line ( to appreciate the slope change component one must proportion it with
the Consensus slope). The sub-modelling process itself is a heuristic process of candidate level
variables. HLM is user friendly and flexible for adding explanatory variables at one stage that
explain coefficients at another.

Methodology on Understanding the HLM Equations and Big Picture relations on Nested Data:
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The Main Effect. The main thing is to keep the main thing the main thing. A study is
concerned with identifying, confirming, or discovering a Main Effect. 2-Level or Multi-Level
data-sets add confusing traffic in the scene of ideas of analysis. We now have a Main effect, and
the Group effect on a main effect to consider. A language had to be developed for modelling
nested effects as not only differences in means between groups, but more general alterations on a
main effect. This perhaps is one reason HLM , though simple in nature, was, in this author’s
opinion, slow to arrive on scene (1980’s,1990’s and picking up steam). The HLM equations are
sound, but for the bulk of researchers to use and understand them, they could benefit from a
mental picture asserting which simple regression lines, the Deviances alter. Understanding that
the Deviances construct the simple Group lines from the Total (Consensus) line was not, in this
author’s knowledge pointed out in the literature on multilevel modelling. The Deviances,
individually, are the bridges from a main effect to a group effect. That much is communicated,
by the literature. The ground covered by this Deviance bridge, the area under the curve
constructed using the slope and intercept deviance together, comprises the complete group effect
(in-so-far as one wishes to think of it in terms of a general modification ( a linear transform) to a
simple 1st order line). Envisioning the group effect as a shift from the Consensus line to the
Group line, makes clear the group effect can be more than an intercept change, while keeping
things relatively simple by speaking of everything in terms of 1st order lines, and the rotation
and/or translation of a first order line, the Consensus Line.
In this study,
The Main effect is now understood to be the combined effect of the average slope of
group lines times the predictor X and the addition of the average intercept of group lines to form
the Consensus Line, which again, is not a regression on group (class) averages.
Yc = Mc ( X ) + Bc

[2]

where C stands for Consensus .

With Mc the average slope of the set of group regression lines
BC The average intercept of the set of group lines
Individual Group (Class) Lines are given as yj = mj (X) + bj

1 <= j <= N

[3]

We will now use an HLM equation as an anchor in understanding the line-centered view
of effect discovery proposed here, and as a way of introducing a very useful HLM general model
from “Hierarchical Linear Models 2nd edition pg. 27 Raudenbush & Bryk “

Yij = γ00 + γ10 ( Xij – 𝑋𝑋 . j ) + u0j + uij ( Xij – 𝑋𝑋 . j ) + rij

[4]
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The equation above is a construction of a group line for individuals within the group.
This paper explains this is the same group line one would obtain in another form, simple y = mx
+ b if one does a basic regression on a group. The same line is a linear transform of the total line.
The group effect, viewed in regression line terms, ( 2-dimensional terms for a general case ) is
the shift from one line to another. This paper explains the connections.

( The equation uses group centering on the X coordinate in order to position the intercept as the
Y value for the Mean X, giving the intercept as the mean effect )

With:

γ00 the average intercept across level-2 ( group ) units
γ10 the average regression slope across level-2 units
u0j ( an HLM intercept deviance ) the unique increment to the intercept associated
with level-2 unit j uoj ~ N ( 0, τ002)
uij ( an HLM slope deviance ) the unique increment to the slope
with level-2 unit j u1j ~ N ( 0, τ112)

associated

rij the residual error term normally distributed homogeneous variance across groups,
rij ~ N ( 0, σ2 )
Note: u, and r are considered independent Cov (u0j , rij) = Cov (u1j , rij) = 0
So the deviances are considered as random variables, in order to support inferences when sample
sizes (number of groups )are supportive.
Here, and dispensing with the error term rij , one sees the version of the Consensus Line in
HLM, as
YC =

γ10 ( Xij – 𝑋𝑋 . j ) + γ00

[5] with γ10 the average slope of the group lines
and γ00 the average intercept of the group lines

Any particular group ( class ) line j for an individual i is the HLM equation
Yij = γ00 + γ10 ( Xij – 𝑋𝑋 . j ) + u0j + uij ( Xij – 𝑋𝑋 . j ) + rij

[4]

where deviances u0j and u1j play a key role as random (designated random, they can also be
imagined as fixed for descriptive purposes) group (class) effects.
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Consensus Line
Yc = Mc ( X ) + Bc

[2]

Yc = γ10 ( Xij – 𝑋𝑋 . j ) + γ00

as

HLM group mean centered version :
[5]

Next the deviances u0j , uij are seen to modify the Consensus Intercept, and Slope
respectively,
to produce an individual group (class ) line j group centered version
As

Yij = ( γ10 + u1j ) ( Xij – 𝑋𝑋 . j ) + ( γ00 + u0j ) =

mj ( Xij – 𝑋𝑋 . j ) + bj

[6]

So the change in the Consensus Line due to the group can be represented as the pair (
u1j , u0j ), which adjusts the Consensus Line to produce the individual Class j line. Notice when
comparisons to other change effects are made, u1j gives no sense of the % of Consensus slope
change, without considering the slope itself. Since u0j indicates a translational shift, it suffices
to communicate an absolute shift.
Though not named as such, note HLM software conveniently provides the Consensus
Line, ( γ10 , γ00 ) and also the deviances u0j and u1j . Thus one way of completely specifying both
types of effects, the level-1, and changes to level-1 consensus by group, effects , is accomplished
already. While the pair of deviances offer a metric on the change effect useful for ordering
magnitudes of group effects , u1j, is only properly understood relative to the Consensus Slope
value. To see this , how much of a change in the magnitude γ10 is γ10 + u1j ? The answer is,
it depends on γ10 . For a fixed u1j the slope change % is dependent on γ10 . We need a
multiplicative correction on γ10 rather than an additive one, if we want a scale free % magnitude
of change in a slope on a single number.
Here is another way to characterize the change in the Consensus Line by a group line, effect. To
specify the rotation and translation of the Consensus Line, that results in a Group Line j , we can
do that in a single Linear Transform ( composed of 2 components),
LTj = MLTj ( MC X + BC ) + BLTj

=

yj = mj (X) + bj

[7]

The effect type, change on consensus line by group, is then specified by the Linear Transform
representing the Consensus Line mapped to group line j.
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Recalling the HLM version of the consensus line,
Yc = γ10 ( Xij – 𝑋𝑋 . j ) + γ00

[5]

and applying the Linear Transform
LTj(Yc) = MLTj ( γ10 ( Xij – 𝑋𝑋 . j ) + γ00 ) + BLTj

[8]

The Linear Transform on the Consensus Line produces the Group Line.
MLTj ( γ10 ( Xij – 𝑋𝑋 . j ) + γ00 ) + BLTj

= (γ10 + u1j )( Xij – 𝑋𝑋 . j ) + γ00 + u0j

[9]

We see we have the multiplicative correction to the slope
MLTj ( γ10 )

giving MLTj as a stand-alone ratio gauge of slope magnitude change.

[10]

Also MLTj is easily obtainable from a simple calculation on the HLM outputs.
MLTj = ( γ10 + u1j ) / γ10

[11]

The deviances are then :
u0j = γ00 ( MLTj – 1 ) + BLTj

[12]

u1j = γ10 ( MLTj – 1 )

[13]

The bridge is thus established between the deviances and the rotation and translation of the
Consensus (Total Level 1 ) Line to produce a Group Line.
The gauge of intercept change, the intercept being already a simple additive term ( so
already an absolute change ) is given directly by uoj .
Hence a meaningful indicator, especially for comparison purposes of change effects, ( a
modification or influence on an effect by a group) is ( MLTj , uoj ) , with MLTj a ratio measure
of slope change, and uoj a convenient indicator of absolute intercept shift provided by the Linear
Transform. HLM nicely provides the Slope Deviance, which makes for an easy calculation of the
Linear Transform Slope Correction.
The building block for analysis in this entire vantage point is the Level 1 analysis , a
regression on the lowest level data, the within group lines, and the consensus line ignoring group
membership.
Equations to appreciate.
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Key to understanding HLM and how Deviances map a group effect in condensed form:
Given a nested data structure, say N classes with n students each,

KISS keep it simple sweetheart.
Understanding how HLM models nesting in 3 equations.
Before we name the 3 equations,
Begin with a simple characterization of groups for some variable of interest.
Yij = Boj +

rij

[14] In words Y on an individual = group mean + residual .

This is what we test for in ANOVA, is a group B statistically different from 0.

HLM regression buys you more information, although you could do some simple calcs to obtain
this extra info in this case.
HLM version
group j

Boj is refined

Boj =

ɣ00 + uoj

[15]

a grand mean + an offset for

This is where the notion of multilevel comes into play. The above equation in the literature is
termed a level 2 equation, because the coefficient Boj is a function of the level 2 unit, a group j.
HLM is a development of Multi-Level modelling.
So….

Yij =

ɣ00 + uoj + rij

[16]

The u term is called a Deviance. Uoj is a random variable, we can model what it is, in the
HLM world, u has its own associated variance in the population of groups, variance (u) = τ00 .
So the variance of Yij becomes var(uoj ) + var(rij )
HLM has partitioned the variance. The error term now consists of the variance of uoj + rij
uoj is considered independent of rij , with uoj ~ N(0, τ00) and rij ~ N(0,σ2) .

We recognize Boj as an intercept term. Similarly HLM does a refinement on the slope of a
y = mX + b.
Yij = Boj +

B1jX + rij

[17]
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an average population slope + an offset correction for group j slope.

( ɣ10 + u1j ) X + rij

[18]

So we now have variance represented in a component of Boj as well as slope variance u1j both
due to group j, and the the normal level 1 residual rij .

U1j ~ N(0, τ10) and

rij ~ N(0,σ2)

Now for the three promised explanatory equations:

1.]

We obtain the 1st order regression line, Y = mX + b
Yij = Boj +

B1jX + rij

for a Class j … 1 <= j <= N

[17]

2.]
Regress all data as individual data points in a collection disregarding which class the
data came from. Call this the Total (in the literature) or Consensus (in this paper) Line.

YijCons = BoCons + B1ConsXij + rij
YijCons =

ɣ00 + ɣ10Xij + rij

[18]
same non-centered version

Observe
3.]

Yij =

( ɣ00 + uoj ) +

( ɣ10 + u1j ) Xij + rij

[4]

Line 3 and Line 1 are the same line! They both represent a simple 1st order
regression on a single class (group) line. The class j group line, is built from adjustments
to the Consensus Line. The adjustments are the u deviances. HLM produces Deviances by
specialized regression procedures, but they can be produced by direct comparison of a
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group line with the Consensus (Total ) Line. This author is not advocating not running
HLM. Other models terms can muddle the issue, and HLM has the strength of flexible submodelling. Recognizing the 2 ways that Deviances, or Estimates of Deviances can be
obtained, provides a viable quality cross-check on results.

Contrast the HLM with a traditional OLS (Ordinary Least Squares ) model:
An Overview of a traditional generic 2-level OLS is provided :

Yij = IXij + GX.j + (IG)Xij + Resij

[19]

A general theoretical, OLS basis model on data nested in two levels:
I : Effect at Individual level, Level 1, micro, e.g. student effect
G: Effect at Group level, Level 2, macro, e.g. school effect
IG: A cross level effect, an interaction of a particular student at a given school
Resij : Residual error, the remaining “random” error at the individual level after all other errors
are accounted for.

Note: An effect at the individual level is considered to be the effect, given input Xij on individual
i in group j . This effect is taken to be the same for any individual in group j, given the
individual’s respective Xij value. There are differences among the individuals, these are
accounted for as a pure individual difference by Res ij . Resij retains its common meaning, it is
the residual variance at the individual level(smallest unit of analysis ) , typically considered
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random ~ N(0, 𝜎𝜎2) and accounting for the residual (unexplained) variance after all other
variances are accounted for by the model.
i : individual in group j
j . identifies which group an individual is in.

OLS

Remarks on the General 2-Level Model: Fig. 7
A distinction needs to be made between determining the effects by identifying the regression,
and applying the effects. When determining individual level effects, the datapoint values themselves are
used to determine the regression coefficients. So, e.g. , I is determined using the X value and Y of each
datapoint in the group. When applying the model, the I selects (employs)the Y value from the regression
line for the corresponding X value. When determining the group effect G, all the “means” are employed,
however, the true population means have to be estimated from the data. It turns out that this is not
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straightforward when nested data are involved. The sample mean Xbar from any one group, suffers
from being based on finite samples, of an infinite or other otherwise sufficiently large number of
datapoints comprising a population, and carries a confounding sampling error into the coefficients
determining process. This is the dependency issue of nested data, this idea is further developed in the
thesis, with strategies to control the errors.

Note also here that I, G, and IG are taken to be idealized population coefficients. In the
same way, µ is taken to be theoretical population mean. Note also the G’s should have a
subscript of j as well. I is the slope of the Total Level 1 Line, assumed the same for all groups.
In words, what we have with the model is that the output value Y of a dependent variable
is equal to the sum of a pure idealized individual effect, group effect, interaction of group and
individual effect, and a residual for the individual.
Differentiating HLM from Ancova, what can HLM offer ?

The weakness in this model, compared with HLM, is that the group effect is not
demonstrated as a slope and an intercept correction. The interaction term does not completely
compensate for this, because it is universally applied to all i in a given group. Basically, with
ANCOVA you have one intercept term. In HLM when slopes are allowed to vary to describe
different group lines, you have an intercept change as well, which would adjust the intercept in
more detail than ANCOVA, when the slope changed. ( The ANCOVA intercept changes as well
when a new slope coefficient is determined, its just more difficult to write it in explicitly in
terms of a group effect, it is confounded in the general model intercept. ) See the equation

below, In ANCOVA the intercept b is not resolved into ɣ00 + uoj . Error terms are split
into deviance and residual, allowing the possibility of further exploration and enquiry to reduce
either.
Also, there is no ease in sub-modelling the coefficients in this model as there is in
HLM.In HLM if the Deviances are large enough to make a material difference, then they can be
sub-modelled in the same manner as coefficients, that is in simple linear stages.HLM is a
versatile set of models for adding factors of interest pg 29 (Raudenbush, Stephen W. , Bryk,
Anthony S. 2002 )
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The calculation of a standardized NSLE and NSLE Standard Error
follows:

NSLE

:
1. Obtain the standard deviation of X, and obtain 𝑋𝑋�. X is the independent variable
of a Main Effect of interest, X is the independent variable in the Consensus Line
which is an approximation of the main effect. This paper frames the main effect
as a first order Y = mX + b regression. Were there no group effects, the
Consensus Line would be the true Main Effect. The Consensus Line could be
iteratively refined, corrected for known group effects to yield a better
approximation. The Consensus Line is a 1st order regression of all data points
disregarding group(nested) structure. In the literature it is referred to as the Total
Line. This is our best 1st approximation to any given effect, as it uses all the data.
2. Obtain the Y = mgX + bg group line, i.e. do a first order regression on the data
within a group(nest), and also obtain the Y = mcX + bc Consensus line.
3. Calculate an area under the Consensus line, between Y at 3 standard deviations
below the Consensus 𝑋𝑋�, and Y at 3 standard deviations above 𝑋𝑋� .
4. Calculate the area under the Group Line between 𝑋𝑋� – 3sd ( the Consensus 𝑋𝑋� )
and 𝑋𝑋� + 3sd. This is the Total Group Area.
5. NSLE = [ ( Total Group Area – Consensus Area ) / Consensus Area ]
6. % NSLE = 100 x NSLE
7. Areas where group line is below consensus line are negative. This is accounted
for in Total Group Area – Consensus area. Note: the Total Group Area is the area
under the group line extending to the base line, while the Group Area is the area
between the group line and the Consensus Line. So an equivalent formula for
NSLE is Group Area / Consensus Area. The Total Group Area – Consensus Area
is easier to calculate, and avoids piecing together + and – parts when the group
line crosses the Consensus Line.

An alternative (short form ) calculation of NSLE, and a suprising finding:
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[20]

GA is the area extending all the way to the baseline, not the same as Area G
Set 𝑌𝑌� G = Y value of Group G @ 𝑋𝑋� Consensus
𝑌𝑌� C = Y value of Consensus @ 𝑋𝑋� Consensus

NSLE =

( GA – CA ) / CA

= ( 𝑌𝑌� G - 𝑌𝑌� C ) / 𝑌𝑌� C

=

[ ( 𝑌𝑌� G * 6 σx ) - ( 𝑌𝑌� C * 6 σx ) ] / ( 𝑌𝑌� C * 6 σx )
[21]

Showing Means Testing is improved as a measure of a complete (in the 2-dimensional
version) group effect simply by ratioing to the Consensus 𝑌𝑌� C and noting 𝑌𝑌� G = Y value of
Group G @ 𝑋𝑋� Consensus and not 𝑋𝑋� Group.

Note the formula above holds for all geometries, including the group line intersecting the
Consensus line. This gives a net % area either gained or lost compared to the Consensus
Line area.

Calculation of the standard error of NSLE.
The ratio makes the standard error calculation problematic. We do not know (this author does not
know) the covariance of YG and YC . We can make a meaningful approximation to the
standard error by noting the standard error of ( GA – CA ) , as a fraction of CA . We have then
the standard error of area G compared to a reference, the estimate of CA. We proceed to adopt
this version of NSLE SE and refer to it as a pseudo-standard error, noting the covariance
consideration in the ratio requires further research to formally establish an NSLE Standard Error.
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RESULTS:
Some empirical data is now examined for nested effects.

The study data preliminaries:
An actual data table was provided. The source of the data was Dr. Doug Darbro at Shawnee State
University.
Full dataset available on request.

Basic data description:

The column headings, and 1st few rows of data were :

Data
Table
ID
1
2
3

math
472
453
437

mathprep
3
3
3

mathgain
52
60
85

sex
F
F
M

minority
No
Yes
Yes

ses
-1.61
-0.41
0.55

Housepov
0.303
0.303
0.303

Experience
2
2
2

schoolid
B
B
B

4
5
6
7

456
506
516
429

2.75
2.75
2.75
5.33

33
-4
18
110

F
M
M
F

No
No
No
Yes

-0.51
-0.43
-0.26
-0.75

0.04
0.04
0.04
0.339

13
13
13
5

C
C
C
D

Table 2
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Mathprep is Hrs./interval in study and practice.
Mathgain is our dependent variable of interest, math improvement.
SES is a mean-centered value of socio economic status
Housepov is a measure of house-hold poverty
Experience is Years experience for the Teacher
School ID A-F … 6 schools were surveyed.
There were 1190 rows of data-points with no missing values.

The principal de-facto nest in this study is school. Some observations on Minority Status, and
Male/Female as nests are also made.

Students
Count N
Table 3

SchA
238

SchB
221

SchC
180

SchD
263

SchE
212

SchF
76

School Means with Standard Errors

School Prescore SE

Prep

SE

Gain SE

A
B
C
D
E
F

2.73
2.81
2.62
2.57
2.33
2.60

.068
.073
.070
.060
.068
.078

60.63
50.97
57.28
59.49
56.58
63.88

463.5
464.3
471.3
470.5
466.7
458.8

2.67
2.87
2.85
2.61
2.83
4.77

2.24
2.34
2.62
2.20
2.20
3.99

*** Gain Density graphs are provided in the appendix. They are
reasonably well-behaved, but a few show a small bi-modal occurrence in
the right tail.
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School SES

SE

House SE
Pov

Teach
Exper

SE

A
B
C
D
E
F

.0472
.0459
.0565
.0517
.0441
.0923

.1545
.1962
.1674
.2348
.1535
.0994

12.22
10.52
12.78
12.11
12.47
15.41

.607
.526
.700
.633
.635
1.38

.0240
-.1095
-.0479
.0334
-.0054
.0530

.0079
.0110
.0074
.0086
.0082
.0055

Some Structure, Nesting choices, and processing path considerations.
There were 6 schools involved, so school is a de-facto a nest. Other categorical variables, sex,
and minority could be considered as nests.
It is worth looking at a couple diagrams to see what is important structurally and to improve
processing path decisions regarding obtaining improved statistics on the nested structure.

Fig. 8 data arrangement
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Something to note: In either diagram above, the Consensus Line remains the same, it is made
from all the level 1 data. The group data can be organized to ease processing collection. How one
tables the data just helps organize what is compared against the Consensus Line.
An Exploratory look at the data and setting:

Fig. 9
In the all factor matrix diagram above, each cell represents the relation between the column
variable and the row variable, thus all 2-factor combinations in the data set are displayed for a
big picture starting point for relations discovery and mapping. Starting at the lower left hand cell
and moving up and to the right, the diagonal elements (factors) are :
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SchoolID (lower left) , Datapoint Index, Math Score (a prescore),
Mathprep,
Mathgain, Sex,
Minority,
SES ,
Household Poverty,
Teacher Experience,
Mathscore+Gain (upper right ) Each diagonal cell is the label for its row and column, 2factor intersections (all cells) are designated by their row and column diagonals.

This all factors cross plot for the data set was produced with the lattice package in the free
software R. Pertinent regions of this graph are displayed in what follows. The intent is not to
scrutinize this plot, but rather to demonstrate the ease with which it was produced. The command
splom(datasetname[c(1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11)]) is all that is necessary for R to render this graph.
In a larger printing this picture is worth a thousand words. Each square represents the relation of
2 factors in the data set. All factor combinations are covered.

Correlation matrices follow. As school is a primary de-facto nesting variable, correlation
matrices are given for each school, as well as an all-data correlation matrix ignoring the
school grouping.
Note an important label issue: Math in the correlation tables represents a PreScore in Math.
School A correlations:

Tables 5
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School B correlation matrix

School C correlation matrix
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School D correlation matrix

School E correlation matrix

School F correlation matrix
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All schools (School ID ignored ) correlation matrix

Correlations r to Math Gain:
SchA
Prescore
- .5130
Prep
.0758
MathGain
1.0000
Sex01
-.1247
Min01
-.0380
SES
.0406
HousePov
-.0235
Experience -.0051

SchB

SchC

SchD

SchE

SchF

AllSch

-.5061
.1013
1.0000
.0109
-.0199
.0853
.0188
-.0377

-.5062
.0468
1.0000
-.0871
.0697
- .0087
.0795
.2013

-.4600
.0844
1.0000
-.0916
.0726
-.1140
.1217
-.0592

-.4649
-.0399
1.0000
.1670
.1371
-.0329
-.0516
.0012

-.5338
.2051
1.0000
.0293
.0633
.0008
-.3681
.0432

-.4870
.0597
1.0000
-.0295
.0319
-.0054
.0136
.0225
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For N =1190 the AllSch column, p-values are significant @ p < .05 whenever | r |
> .057 .
Preparation is noted as significant @ r = .0597, a small correlation.Prescore is seen to have a marked negative correlation with Math Gain. This makes
sense intuitively as one might expect less gain given a higher pre-score.As a result,
the nesting effects examined will be in relation to this main effect, MathGain by
Pre-score.
The study Consensus Line :

-.40661 ( X Pre-scoreIndividuals) + 247.314 = Math Gain

The Consensus Line

m -.407 SE .021

b 247.3 SE 9.91

The aggregate group line is:
-.3186 ( X Pre-scoreGroupAvgs) + 206.55 = Math Gain

The Group Aggregate Line m -.319 SE .439

b 206.5 SE 204.4

(*note the size of standard errors on the group aggregate line, )
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Illustrated below are some erroneous results that researchers would have obtained when the
data set was analyzed historically neglecting to take account of the nested nature of the data.
Two inadequate ways of handling a 2-Level data set are copiously specified in the literature,
aggregating, and disaggregating data, (Raudenbush Steven W.,Bryk, Anthony S. 2002 )

We use the Consensus Line as an estimate of the generalized individual effect.

School
A
B
C
D
E
F

AggrLine ConsLine GrpMeans
58.88
58.66
60.63
58.62
58.33
50.97
56.39
55.48
57.28
56.65
55.81
59.49
57.86
57.35
56.58
60.38
60.57
63.88

Estimated Estmated
Ecolog
Atom Err Err
-1.97
0.22
7.36
0.29
-1.80
0.91
-3.68
0.84
0.77
0.51
-3.31
-0.19

Table 7 Gains Traditional Errors
The atomistic (disaggregating) fallacy. Regress all data without regard to group. We
regress Math Gain by Math Prescore and obtain the Consensus Line. An error is committed when
we believe this line is a good estimator of an arbitrary group Y, given X.
As regards the opposite fallacy, the ecological fallacy, one would regress each group
mean as a single point to obtain the between group, the aggregates, regression. Here we have
several error sources coming into play at once. Because the ranges on the regressors are
restricted as we are working with means, the slope on the estimate will have a large standard
error. Recognizing all these inaccuracies that come into play when we generate a group averages
regression line, we do it anyway for the data set in this paper to demonstrate the error
implications. In this data case the number of groups is just 6, so our accuracy on slope and
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intercept estimates will suffer from this as well. This author was surprised that the obtained
errors were not larger. Possible evidence that the group effects on this data are small themselves.

As a first traditional step an ANOVA would be considered. After a review of the all-factors plot,
it is evident that a relation exists between Math Gain, and Math Pre-score. Correlation of Math
Gain to Math Prescore is -0.487 . This general relation would have been suspected, as it is
intuitive in that perhaps not as much gain is expected when the starting point is higher. A
decision is made at the outset to control for Math-Prescore when examining other factor
relationships on Math Gain. Consequently our traditional testing vehicle will be an ANCOVA
with Math Pre-score as a covariate to map out effects on Math Gain. As a confirmatory step we
will non-the-less provide the ANOVA of Gain with Schools as the grouping factor to provide a
starting point baseline for models comparison. We should see the immediate improved
ANCOVA model by controlling Math Pre-Score as a covariate.

First, a graph of the raw data, Math Gain by Schools as Nests (Groups)
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Fig. 10 Schools as Nests

Anova was performed to test School as an influence in Math Gain.
This is the base ANOVA, no other factors considered.
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Fig .11
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Fig. 12
On the normality check there is a departure from the line prior to 2 sigma at the upper end,
indicating perhaps an issue with normality.
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Homoscedasticity of variance appears supported.
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Fig. 14

One high leverage set of data hmmm? No Cook’s outliers.
Levene’s test on variances :
Levene's Test for Homogeneity of Variance (center = median)
Df F value Pr(>F)
group
5 0.3827 0.8609
1184
Variances are homogeneous

Tukey post hocs are performed:
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Table 8
The school B to A comparison was significant at p < .05
None of the other schools showed a significant difference with A.
Conclude want to keep an eye on school B
Residuals:
Min

1Q Median

3Q

Max

-170.634 -22.494 -2.126 19.717 195.717

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) 60.634

2.236 27.121 < 2e-16 ***

schoolidB

3.222 -3.000 0.00276 **

-9.666
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schoolidC

-3.351

3.407 -0.984 0.32550

schoolidD

-1.140

3.086 -0.369 0.71182

schoolidE

-4.050

3.257 -1.243 0.21402

schoolidF

3.247

4.544 0.715 0.47503
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--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

Residual standard error: 34.49 on 1184 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.01129, Adjusted R-squared: 0.007118
F-statistic: 2.705 on 5 and 1184 DF, p-value: 0.01939
Omega squared is 0.007111 , this is small .
Eta squared at 0.0113 is a very weak effect.

With School A as a reference, there was a significant effect for School B with Intercept change at
-9.666 t ( -3.000, 215) p < .05
(min group sample size used in df)

We see schools as a factor is significant. Anova is not completely valid, an ICC for schools is
calculated at .014 (small but not 0 )as we have nested data and independence of data is violated.
Still, we have a hint that schools play a role in our math gain.
We now proceed to Ancova, to control for prescore:
1st test that covariate prescore is not correlated with factor school
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At the .05 level prescore is not a significant beta with school.( Schools C and D are significant at
the .10 level. but we accept .05 threshold for covariate independence for the purposes of this
exposition )

We can now incorporate prescore as a covariate with school as covariate.
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After controlling for prescore, we see that School is significant at the .01 level, also our
question about school B , shows up here, School B is a significant Beta -9.32 at the .001 level of
significance.
Our residuals are reduced from 34.5 to 30.1 .
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On determining “is HLM necessary for a given study, won’t ANOVA style models suffice? “
In a nutshell, it is a matter of the size of group, (=nest = context) effect compared to the level 1
(within group ) effect that determines the need for HLM technique or not.
There are different ways this may be tested. One could look at ANOVA results within group
variation vs. between group variation, recognizing that these numbers contain some measure of
error because if HLM is needed, by definition there is likely a dependence of data issue – which
violates ANOVA – but nevertheless will give a gross indication that there is a group effect in
play. A group effect warrants HLM. The between group variation compared to the within group
variation is the much talked about ICC Intra-Class correlation coefficient. Much is written about
this in the literature, (Raudenbush and Bryk, 2002) .
ICC for 2-levels is

ρ =

s2bg / ( s2bg + s2wg )

A non-trivial ρ is indicative of the need for HLM. A trivial
(close to 0) value for ρ
usually but not always will signal no need for HLM. Here is why: Group averages may be the
same, but may mask the fact that different relationships of independent variable vs dependent
variable ( different regression slopes ) exist in one group compared to another . Differences in
simple regressions group to group expose this. (We are back to the effect size metric this paper
proposes.) The means were the same, but the data structures that produced them were not. So this
is an example of the second type of group effect, that of modifying a relationship based on group
membership, which by the way is why the basic u slope deviance form in HLM exists. When the
decision to use HLM is ambiguous, (Barbara Tabachnick ,Linda Fidel , 2013 ) advise running the
analysis in a traditional way and an HLM way and seeing if the results differ.
Another way to test the need for HLM is to run a generalized least squares model for intercept
only, then run the basic 1st step of HLM, a linear mixed effect (lme function in R) to examine a
random intercept only version of HLM. Note: HLM in R is not in the R base functions. Several
packages are available to run HLM in R, to name a few “nlme” , “lme4” , and “lme” . Here we
have two more ways to test the need of HLM or not. The output of an lme function lists standard
deviation of intercept and residual. What we can do is square these numbers, which gives us the
variance between groups ( the intercept stdev squared ) and the residuals squared ( the within
group variance ), another way of seeing ICC. Alternatively, we can compare the models for
intercept only least squares and lme random intercepts only ( done with the chi sq criteria on log
liklihoods) or let R do it for us with anova(interceptonly, randominterceptonly) and examine p
value on the chisq dist. Of change in -2LL. Caveat here, our second type of group effect,
involves slope changes among groups, and we haven’t tested that. We must run a random slope
version of HLM to be sure.
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The HLM analysis Gain as a function of Prescore in the random intercept model with schools as
the nesting element:

The ICC can be obtained here as the
variance of schoolid / (variance of schoolid + residual variance )
We have 13.12 / (13.12 + 903.28 ) ICC = .014 small, indicating
schools have little appreciable effect as a nesting factor.
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The above software, the psycho pkg for r and auto interpretation was provided by
Makowski, (2018).

We now look at prescore fixed but with random intercept HLM minority as the nesting factor:
> fit <- lmer(mathgain~mathprescore +(1|minority),data=based
+ )
> summary(fit)
Linear mixed model fit by REML. t-tests use Satterthwaite's method
['lmerModLmerTest']
Formula: mathgain ~ mathprescore + (1 | minority)
Data: based
REML criterion at convergence: 11477.5
Scaled residuals:
Min
1Q Median
-5.9677 -0.6419 -0.0439

3Q
0.6022

Max
4.3563

Random effects:
Groups
Name
Variance Std.Dev.
minority (Intercept) 36.19
6.016
Residual
900.18
30.003
Number of obs: 1190, groups: minority, 2
Fixed effects:
Estimate Std. Error
df t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept)
261.33869
11.18152
39.83323
23.37
<2e-16 ***
mathprescore
-0.43351
0.02187 1173.07144 -19.82
<2e-16 ***
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Correlation of Fixed Effects:
(Intr)
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> results <- analyze(fit,CI=95)
> print(results)
The overall model predicting mathgain (formula = mathgain ~ mathprescore + (1
| minority)) has an total explanatory power (conditional R2) of 28.52%, in
which the fixed effects explain 25.65% of the variance (marginal R2). The
model's intercept is at 261.34 (SE = 11.18, 95% CI [239.49, 282.15]). Within
this model:
- The effect of mathprescore is significant (beta = -0.43, SE = 0.02, 95%
CI [-0.48, -0.39], t(1173) = -19.82, p < .001) and can be considered as
medium (std. beta = -0.52, std. SE = 0.03).

And for the sake of completeness we look at the male:female as a Nesting factor:

We get a singularity on the male:female partition, in other words a 0 variance is observed in gain
between the male and female data. As such male:female has no nesting effect. This is quite
interesting, as the slopes and intercepts of male and female are different (between 1 and 2 SEs
see effects table). Their combined action however produces low NSLEs see Effects Table, and
thus little overall nesting effect. This exemplifies where the broad spectrum net effect is very
low, while slopes and intercepts are (1SE) noticeablly different. ICC of 0 for Male/Female
distinction fails to alert the researcher as well.
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Y (gain) = m ( prescore ) + b

Nesting
m
B
Deviation Residual
Factor
variance variance
School
-.4089(.021) 248.5(9.98) 13.12
903.3
Minority -.4335(.022) 261.3(11.2) 36.19
900.2
Status
Sex
-.4066(.021) 247.3(9.91)
0
914.7
Table 9 ICCs

ICC
.014
.039
0

The ICC is interpreted, in the case of school, 1.4 % of the variance in gain by prescore is
explained by school nesting effect. In the historical methods, this is the between school effect.
3.9 % of variance in gain is explained by the Minority Status .

As the strongest nesting dependency is identified as Minority Status, with School as less than
half of the Minority Status ICC, the regression lines on the main effect Math Gain by Prescore
were generated with ANCOVA and HLM and the Consensus Line by OLS,
Note: misc. regressions, HLM and ANOVA not listed here are in the Appendix.

ANCOVA results:
Controlling for Minority status produced the main effect line:

Y (gain) = m ( prescore ) + b
m = -.4349(.022)

b

266.43(10.7)
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A random slope as outcome HLM model was run with gain by prescore the main effect where
slopes and intercepts of the main effect are allowed to vary as a result of the nesting variable
Minority Status. This is the more flexible version of HLM.
Standard errors increased on coefficients:
Y (gain) = m ( prescore ) + b
m = -.4181(.053)

b

253.5(21.5)

Conclude, when standard errors are taken into account , HLM provided no benefit over
ANCOVA on this data. The HLM u parameters and NSLE highlighted Minority Status as
influencing the main effect relation. This was also identified by standard ANCOVA with
Minority Status tested as a covariate.

MathGain by Prescore

Minority Status as a Nesting Variable

Model Estimates
m
SE
b
SE
Residual
ANCOVA -.4349
.022
266.4
10.1
30.06
HLM
-.4181
.053
253.5
21.5
30.03
Consensus -.407
.021
247.3
9.91
30.24
Table 9 Model Comparisons under a Nested Effect Minority Status

HLM SE on main effect coefficients are larger. The residuals show no real improvement. So for
the largest nest effect in this study, HLM is no better than ANCOVA on determining the
coefficients, or reducing unexplained variance.
NSLE has diagnostic value on a group influence on an effect. Since All nestings evaluated with
NSLE are referenced to the same Consensus Line , ( the highest power estimates we have of a
base effect, albeit modified by unaccounted for group effects in its pure state), this common
reference affords a diagnostic tool. If we have a pronounced NSLE value on a nested category
variable compared to other nested variables, we can note other variables close in value, and
investigate if the same pronounced NSLE variable is in fact influencing the similar (or opposite
)NSLE valued variable. In other words the contrast or similarity magnitude and polarity of
difference is meaningful.
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Similar sizes of NLSE’s might indicate the same influences, while larger opposite polarities may
be the complement of an influence. In the dataset examined, the largest NSLE observed was for
the Minority Status difference. The largest NSLE observed for schools was school B with NSLE
-12.7. The Minority NonMinority contrast NSLE was
-13.51. The highest positive NSLE
is for School D at 5.79.
As a result, schools were examined regarding minority status.

The results for Minority count / NonMinority count are listed:

Minority SchA
SchB
Yes
165
180
No
73
41
Ratio
2.3
4.4
Table 10 School Minority Ratios

SchC
118
62
1.9

SchD
152
111
1.4

SchE
141
71
2.0

Schools B and D in fact have the extreme Minority Status Ratios.
A link is established by NSLE on school B and D and Minority Status as an influence on the
Math Gain by Pre-score relation.

The table below gives Effect characterizations, including NSLE, for Nesting variables listed, and
influencing the relation
Math Gain = m ( X = Prescore ) + b
The Consensus Line

m -.407 SE .021

b 247.3 SE 9.91

SchF
51
26
2.0
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Nested

NSLE
%

Pseudo

NSLE

SE
%

Effect
SchA

2.87

4.26

SchB

-12.7

4.42

SchC

3.81

4.87

SchD

5.79

4.20

SchE

-1.55

4.19

SchF

4.89

7.15

Minority

-5.20

2.76

NonMin

8.31

3.45

Min:Non -13.51
Male
-1.12

2.91

Female

3.13

1.17

Mal:Fem -2.29
Table 11 Nested Effects

Δ
SE
Gain
Means

U0j

U1j

Cons
Line
(m,b)
-.407 ,
247.3
-.407 ,
247.3
-.407 ,
247.3
-.407 ,
247.3
-.407 ,
247.3
-.407 ,
247.3
-.407 ,
247.3
-.407 ,
247.3
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Grp
Line

%Δ
m

(m,b)
3.06 2.46 12.3 -.022
-.429, -5.4
259.6
-6.60 2.54 -5.3 -.004
-.411, -1.0
242.0
-0.29 2.77 28.7 -.057
-.464, -14.0
276.0
1.92 2.36 -5.7 .020
-.387,
4.9
241.6
-0.99 2.58 -22.5 .047
-.360, 11.5
224.8
6.31 4.10 21.3 -.039
-.446, -9.6
268.6
0.76 1.58 29.4 -.069
-.476, -17.0
276.7
-1.60 2.03 -18.9 .051
-.356, 12.5
228.4
2.36 2.15 48.3 -.120
29.5
-1.01 1.73 -11.8 .024 -.407 , -.383,
5.9
247.3 235.5
1.02 1.74 10.8 -.021 -.407 , -.428, -5.2
247.3 258.1
-2.03 2.01 -22.6 .045
11.1
Schools, Minority Status, Sex
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To save eyewear on the table above , SE’s were omitted on slopes and intercepts. They are listed
here.

Nested
Effect
SchA
SchB
SchC
SchD
SchE
SchF
Minority
NonMin
Min:Non
Male
Female

Grp
Line
(m,b)
-.429,
259.6
-.411,
242.0
-.464,
276.0
-.387,
241.6
-.360,
224.8
-.446,
268.6
-.476,
276.7
-.356,
228.4

SE
.047,
21.76
.047,
22.09
.059,
28.02
.046,
21.84
.047,
22.19
.082,
37.85
.027,
12.35
.038,
18.29

-.383,
247.3
-.428,
258.1

.029,
13.73
.031,
14.30

Mal:Fem
Table 12 Group Lines, SEs
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Concluding Discussion of Results:
This exposition illustrated the architecture of nested data and models intended to deal
with it. The group effect being envisioned as the general shift in the Consensus Line gives a
better understanding of the HLM Deviances and how they, together, measure a group effect.
This also allows for the simple interpretation that one can construct the 1st order group line,
compare it with the Consensus(Total) Line , have a good measure of the general group effect,
NSLE, and even obtain the HLM Deviances without running HLM software. The relation of
nested data to NSLE flagged two group effects, School , with B and D the highest school
absolute magnitude NSLE's, and Minority Status . The NSLE on Minority Status was similar to
the NSLE for School B , indicating a possible connection. School B was examined regarding
minority status and was found to have the highest Minority ratio among the 6 schools tested.
The highest opposite polarity NSLE School was identified as School D. Minority Status was
examined at School D, and School D was found to have the lowest ratio of
Minority/NonMinority . Hence the NSLE served to help direct explanatory analysis, and should
be investigated in the future for its potential diagnostic value in modelling. Standard Errors on
NSLE require better definition involving specifying the covariance of a group Y with Y from the
total Line. It must be stated that traditional ANCOVA analysis noted Minority Status, and
School as a significant effect. The ANCOVA model also rated School B as a significant effect. A
traditional analyst would have likely examined each school for Minority Status impact to the
Math Gain by Math Prescore Line. HLM , concurrent with the NSLE, identified Minority Status
as having a substantive effect on the Math Gain by Math Prescore regression line. Traditional
Ancova also identified this effect as significant, but the Ancova model of the effect was
communicated only as a slope change, confounding the intercept portion of the effect with the
total model intercept, while HLM provided an explicit slope and intercept change attributable
to Minority Status as a nesting variable. It is noteworthy that the HLM slope and intercept
deviances were small on School B, but as both were in the negative direction, they combined to
give a noticeable NSLE.
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[21]
SE of a ratio involves specifying a covariance. With NSLE we have a Ygroup and Y total
line where (x & y above) covariance needs to be specified. A pseudo SE was employed in
this study for NSLE SE. The pseudo SE has tangible value, but further research
specifying the covariance would establish a universal formal SE.

Closing comments:
An actual data-set was examined in the historical Anova, Ancova, and Ordinary Least
Squares (OLS) regression way, and then results were also generated using HLM techniques. For
this particular data-set, Nests were taken to be the categorical variable groups, School,
Minority Status, and Sex . A main effect, Math Gain as a function of Math Prescore, was
selected as the target for examination of the Nesting effect by historical and HLM methods. On
this data-set the results were not markedly different on the nesting effects OLS vs HLM . OLS ,
and HLM identified School and Minority Status as influencers with small effect sizes.
Male:Female difference as a nest was null. Minority Status was identified with the largest nest
effect, and thus HLM and ANCOVA were directly compared on this effect. Residuals were not
reduced with HLM. HLM SE’s were actually higher than ANCOVA on Main Effect coefficients.
Consensus, HLM, and ANCOVA main effect lines were within 2 SEs on all coefficients. NSLE
demonstrated potential as a diagnostic indicator. By comparing similar magnitude NSLEs, one
obtains a view of where variables may be having influences. These exploratory search for
influences can be initiated through standard correlation checks in statistics, but NSLE serves as
another prompt for potential investigation paths. Conceptually , viewing group effects as line
shifts (with a direct HLM corresponding meaning) has explanatory power, and accounts for
blended 2-dimensional changes. Calculation of NSLE Standard Error requires better definition.
A formal NSLE SE is on a ratio where the covariance of the group Y value at the Consensus
Mean X with the Consensus Mean Y needs to be determined. A working pseudo standard error
which does take into account the Group effect area SE was employed and referenced to the
estimated Consensus Mean Y. Minimizing slope and intercept errors will improve NSLE
Standard Error , and for that matter, give best obtainable standard errors on the base lines,
which gives NSLE its limits of applicability. In the derivation of NSLE it was demonstrated that
the complete 2-dimensional group effect magnitude, an area ratio, can be calculated using
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only properly referenced Y values. This improves on means testing as a group effect indicator.
The errors that occur on HLM deviances are the same errors that construct the NSLE standard
errors . Deviance errors are sufficient to describe the slope or intercept error individually, but
to appreciate the complete group effect, one must hold in mind both errors simultaneously.
Nested Shift Line Effect perspective, gives the researcher a big-picture simple construct in
which to view and evaluate Nesting Effects. Where sample sizes are sufficient given variances
relative to effect size, this new scale-free metric NSLE can rank Nesting effects, inside the
study, and can be employed on Meta-Studies.
A final note on recognizing the bridge Deviances provide from the Total (Consensus)
Line to a Group Line. A new quality check is noted, in that the HLM Deviances can be obtained
without running HLM. One can do a [1.] simple 1st order regression on within group data for
any given group. One does another 1st order regression on all the data Total(Consensus) Line
ignoring group structure. Then when HLM is run, and Deviances Uoj and U1j are obtained for a
particular group, one should be able to add the Deviances to the Total Line , adjusting its slope
and intercept, and obtain the same group line obtained in [1.] , and that is an effective quality
check on software and reasoning, one more practical tool for verifying sophisticated software
results are making sense. The Deviances are provided for a given group arithmetically by
subtracting Total Line slopes and intercepts from that group’s simple 1st order line. So we can
run HLM, and should be able to produce the same Deviances either way.
Of course, all the above is heavily reliant on the quality of 1st order regressions, which in
turn are heavily reliant on sample size. Individual Group lines will be built from smaller sample
sizes n data points than N points in the Total Line. As such the standard errors on the group line
coefficients will be larger that those of the Total Line.

This paper makes clear that to appreciate the complete group effect, one must keep in mind
intercept and slope changes simultaneously, (if they both exist ) but this is more naturally done by
noting the area of change from the Consensus(Total) Line to the Group Line, Nested Shift Line Effect,
NSLE. The ground covered by this Deviances bridge, the area under the curve constructed using the
slope and intercept deviance together, a rotation and translation of the Consensus(Total) Line comprises
the complete group effect (in-so-far as one wishes to think of it in terms of a general modification ( a
linear transform) to a simple 1st order line).

Though HLM provided no real quantitative benefit in looking at the data set provided with this
study, it has much merit. When one can write an HLM style equation, this can serve as a starting point
for more involved sub-modelling use of actual HLM software when the Deviances are large enough to be
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of interest. HLM (when the slopes as outcomes model is employed) improves on ANCOVA by having
these slope and intercept correction terms explicitly attributable to group as Deviances. ANCOVA has
the slope correction, a covariate representing group, but the intercept correction is confounded as the
general intercept change to the single intercept term produced. ANCOVA then is making an intercept
adjustment as well, but the output for the model is a single total intercept number for the entire model,
so a particular group intercept is confounded. ANCOVA will do an adequate job of modelling general
multivariate effects. It just does not explicitly identify the group effects as well. Also HLM does afford a
flexibility of adding explanatory variables because of the simple stages nature of the model. This paper
tended to focus on the quantification of a general group effect. The flexibility of HLM is not
demonstrated in the study, other than seeing it in the stage equation building of HLM, as time did not
permit, but the general literature is convincing on this strength of HLM modelling. ANCOVA can also submodel, but more focused on the variables or factors at play than on the locus of a group effect, the
container with set, school for example.
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We obtain the Study Consensus Line for Math Gain as a function of
Math Prescore:
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We now examine the nested effect due to schools on Math Gain by Math
Prescore
We need the Group Lines for School A,B,C,D,E,F

> aschline <- lm(asch$mathgain ~ asch$math)
> summary(aschline)
Call:
lm(formula = asch$mathgain ~ asch$math)
Residuals:
Min
1Q
-183.305 -17.685

Median
-2.048

3Q
17.482

Max
110.300

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) 259.65333
21.76201 11.931
<2e-16 ***
asch$math
-0.42937
0.04677 -9.181
<2e-16 ***
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Residual standard error: 29.69 on 236 degrees of freedom
(8 observations deleted due to missingness)
Multiple R-squared: 0.2632, Adjusted R-squared: 0.2601
F-statistic: 84.29 on 1 and 236 DF, p-value: < 2.2e-16

> bschline <- lm(bsch$mathgain ~ bsch$math)
> summary(bschline)
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Call:
lm(formula = bsch$mathgain ~ bsch$math)
Residuals:
Min
1Q Median
-76.46 -21.75 -0.68

3Q
Max
19.77 118.98

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) 242.01375
22.09061 10.956 < 2e-16 ***
bsch$math
-0.41143
0.04737 -8.685 8.86e-16 ***
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Residual standard error: 30.03 on 219 degrees of freedom
(9 observations deleted due to missingness)
Multiple R-squared: 0.2562, Adjusted R-squared: 0.2528
F-statistic: 75.42 on 1 and 219 DF, p-value: 8.864e-16
> cschline <- lm(csch$mathgain ~ csch$math)
> summary(cschline)
Call:
lm(formula = csch$mathgain ~ csch$math)
Residuals:
Min
1Q
-119.100 -20.118

Median
-0.096

3Q
15.156

Max
111.588

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) 275.97207
28.01569
9.851 < 2e-16 ***
csch$math
-0.46400
0.05925 -7.832 4.18e-13 ***
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Residual standard error: 30.35 on 178 degrees of freedom
(9 observations deleted due to missingness)
Multiple R-squared: 0.2563, Adjusted R-squared: 0.2521
F-statistic: 61.33 on 1 and 178 DF, p-value: 4.181e-13

> dschline <- lm(dsch$mathgain ~ dsch$math)
> summary(dschline)
Call:
lm(formula = dsch$mathgain ~ dsch$math)
Residuals:
Min
1Q
-82.147 -18.365

Median
-0.624

3Q
Max
17.219 131.314

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t
(Intercept) 241.58679
21.84219
dsch$math
-0.38703
0.04624
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’

value Pr(>|t|)
11.06 < 2e-16 ***
-8.37 3.53e-15 ***
0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

Residual standard error: 31.74 on 261 degrees of freedom
(9 observations deleted due to missingness)
Multiple R-squared: 0.2116, Adjusted R-squared: 0.2086
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F-statistic: 70.06 on 1 and 261 DF,

p-value: 3.529e-15
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> eschline <- lm(esch$mathgain ~ esch$math)
> summary(eschline)
Call:
lm(formula = esch$mathgain ~ esch$math)
Residuals:
Min
1Q
-97.465 -17.634

Median
-3.067

3Q
Max
14.618 105.339

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t
(Intercept) 224.78839
22.18896
esch$math
-0.36038
0.04736
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’

value Pr(>|t|)
10.13 < 2e-16 ***
-7.61 9.12e-13 ***
0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

Residual standard error: 28.38 on 210 degrees of freedom
(5 observations deleted due to missingness)
Multiple R-squared: 0.2162, Adjusted R-squared: 0.2124
F-statistic: 57.91 on 1 and 210 DF, p-value: 9.116e-13

> fschline <- lm(fsch$mathgain ~ fsch$math)
> summary(fschline)
Call:
lm(formula = fsch$mathgain ~ fsch$math)
Residuals:
Min
1Q
-89.822 -16.341

Median
0.956

3Q
21.798

Max
51.793

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) 268.64419
37.85368
7.097 6.48e-10 ***
fsch$math
-0.44634
0.08218 -5.431 6.83e-07 ***
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Residual standard error: 29.62 on 74 degrees of freedom
(6 observations deleted due to missingness)
Multiple R-squared: 0.285,
Adjusted R-squared: 0.2754
F-statistic: 29.5 on 1 and 74 DF, p-value: 6.825e-07

Since we have the same Consensus Line for all top-level variables, we
examine the Group Lines for Minority Status as well:

> minorityline <- lm(allmin$mathgain ~ allmin$mathprescore)
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> summary(minorityline)
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Call:
lm(formula = allmin$mathgain ~ allmin$mathprescore)
Residuals:
Min
1Q
-179.97 -18.99

Median
-0.70

3Q
18.41

Max
116.60

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept)
276.67126
12.35527
22.39
<2e-16 ***
allmin$mathprescore -0.47628
0.02685 -17.74
<2e-16 ***
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Residual standard error: 29.76 on 804 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.2812, Adjusted R-squared: 0.2803
F-statistic: 314.6 on 1 and 804 DF, p-value: < 2.2e-16

> notminorityline <- lm(allnotmin$mathgain ~ allnotmin$mathprescore)
> summary(notminorityline)
Call:
lm(formula = allnotmin$mathgain ~ allnotmin$mathprescore)
Residuals:
Min
1Q
-88.266 -18.599

Median
-2.986

3Q
Max
17.905 129.118

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept)
228.42779
18.29177 12.488
<2e-16 ***
allnotmin$mathprescore -0.35638
0.03766 -9.462
<2e-16 ***
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Residual standard error: 30.29 on 382 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.1899, Adjusted R-squared: 0.1878
F-statistic: 89.53 on 1 and 382 DF, p-value: < 2.2e-16

In the same manner, as we have one more categorical variable Sex:
> femaleline <- lm(females$mathgain ~ females$mathprescore)
> summary(femaleline)
Call:
lm(formula = females$mathgain ~ females$mathprescore)
Residuals:
Min
1Q
-182.198 -18.994

Median
-1.074

3Q
18.876

Max
119.124

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
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(Intercept)
258.08945
14.29641
18.05
<2e-16 ***
females$mathprescore -0.42832
0.03057 -14.01
<2e-16 ***
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Residual standard error: 31.37 on 586 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.2509, Adjusted R-squared: 0.2497
F-statistic: 196.3 on 1 and 586 DF, p-value: < 2.2e-16

> maleline <- lm(males$mathgain ~ males$mathprescore)
> summary(maleline)
Call:
lm(formula = males$mathgain ~ males$mathprescore)
Residuals:
Min
1Q
-82.892 -19.650

Median
-1.923

3Q
Max
16.147 135.247

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept)
235.52674
13.73256
17.15
<2e-16 ***
males$mathprescore -0.38278
0.02926 -13.08
<2e-16 ***
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Residual standard error: 29.11 on 600 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.2219, Adjusted R-squared: 0.2206
F-statistic: 171.1 on 1 and 600 DF, p-value: < 2.2e-16

> minmod <- lm(mathgain~mathprescore+minority,data=based)
> summary(minmod)
Call:
lm(formula = mathgain ~ mathprescore + minority, data = based)
Residuals:
Min
1Q
-178.954 -19.334

Median
-1.267

3Q
18.169

Max
130.459
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Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) 266.43288
10.71404 24.868 < 2e-16 ***
mathprescore -0.43491
0.02191 -19.847 < 2e-16 ***
minorityYes
-8.72612
1.94242 -4.492 7.73e-06 ***
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Residual standard error: 30 on 1187 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.2499, Adjusted R-squared: 0.2487
F-statistic: 197.8 on 2 and 1187 DF, p-value: < 2.2e-16
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We look at a big picture ANCOVA regressing gain as a function of prep,
prescore, household poverty, and experience
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We see that only school and household poverty are significant at p < .05

> minmod <- lm(mathgain~mathprescore+minority,data=based)
> summary(minmod)
Call:
lm(formula = mathgain ~ mathprescore + minority, data = based)
Residuals:
Min
1Q
-178.954 -19.334

Median
-1.267

3Q
18.169

Max
130.459

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) 266.43288
10.71404 24.868 < 2e-16 ***
mathprescore -0.43491
0.02191 -19.847 < 2e-16 ***
minorityYes
-8.72612
1.94242 -4.492 7.73e-06 ***
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Residual standard error: 30 on 1187 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.2499, Adjusted R-squared: 0.2487
F-statistic: 197.8 on 2 and 1187 DF, p-value: < 2.2e-16
Call:
aov(formula = mathgain ~ mathprescore + schoolid + minority,
data = based)
Residuals:
Min
1Q
-181.085 -19.251

Median
-1.396

3Q
17.928

Max
128.318

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) 266.90752
10.78554 24.747 < 2e-16 ***
mathprescore -0.43360
0.02189 -19.812 < 2e-16 ***
schoolidB
-8.37961
2.80166 -2.991 0.002839 **
schoolidC
-0.25617
2.95596 -0.087 0.930955
schoolidD
1.00590
2.68325
0.375 0.707817
schoolidE
-2.86347
2.82267 -1.014 0.310574
schoolidF
0.91922
3.93909
0.233 0.815524
minorityYes
-7.64193
1.95875 -3.901 0.000101 ***
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Residual standard error: 29.88 on 1182 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.2593, Adjusted R-squared: 0.2549
F-statistic: 59.11 on 7 and 1182 DF, p-value: < 2.2e-16

> ancminschses <- aov(mathgain~mathprescore+schoolid+minority+ses,data=based)
> summary.lm(ancminschses)
Call:
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aov(formula = mathgain ~ mathprescore + schoolid + minority +
ses, data = based)
Residuals:
Min
1Q
-180.208 -18.712

Median
-1.439

3Q
18.112
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Max
120.526

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) 273.41498
10.84646 25.208 < 2e-16 ***
mathprescore -0.45054
0.02217 -20.319 < 2e-16 ***
schoolidB
-7.92982
2.78695 -2.845 0.00451 **
schoolidC
0.29343
2.94128
0.100 0.92055
schoolidD
1.28269
2.66785
0.481 0.63075
schoolidE
-2.61543
2.80620 -0.932 0.35152
schoolidF
0.75999
3.91533
0.194 0.84613
minorityYes
-5.87065
1.99808 -2.938 0.00337 **
ses
4.87373
1.23724
3.939 8.65e-05 ***
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Residual standard error: 29.7 on 1181 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.2689, Adjusted R-squared: 0.264
F-statistic: 54.3 on 8 and 1181 DF, p-value: < 2.2e-16

r-code for means and standard errors
Taking a look at school means and standard errors:
tapply(based$mathgain,based$schoolid,mean)
A
B
C
D
E
F
60.63445 50.96833 57.28333 59.49430 56.58491 63.88158
> se_of_means
A
B
C
D
E
F
2.237341 2.337076 2.615765 2.199870 2.196525 3.991657

We see there is something noteworthy about school B.

A nice matrix model for exploring other factors is contained in the The Synthesis of Regression
Slopes in Meta-Analysis
Betsy Jane Becker and Meng-Jia Wu
Statistical Science 2007, Vol. 22 No. 3 414-429 DOI: 10.1214/07-STS243 Copyright Institute of
Mathematical Statistics, 2007 on page 421.
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